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ABSTRACT
Laser surface modification and more specifically laser surface functionalization is
widely being considered as a way to efficiently give the surfaces of innovative high
value products added or enhanced surface properties. The technology offers a number
of desired advantages over competing technologies, of which: selectivity, relatively
high processing speeds and the absence of waste or harmful by-products.
Nevertheless, the full range of potential applications and suitable target materials is
not yet explored, and some feasibility and implementation challenges remain openended concerns. With the limited literature available on laser surface texturing of cobalt
chrome alloys, a prevalent implant material, the research presented in this thesis aims
to address the suitability of this technology in that context and compare it with the
current state-of-the-art in the orthopaedics industry. Furthermore, the transferability of
the laser surface texturing process from 2D planar test samples to actual 3D parts will
be assessed and the effects of 3D laser processing disturbances on the surface
functionality evaluated. Finally, a method for laser processing complex surfaces
productively is presented and validated on additively manufactured spherical parts.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Laser-based surface modifications have attracted significant interest from both
industry and research in recent years. The technology allows new surface properties
to be “imprinted” on substrate materials, in particular to improve their inherent surface
properties or integrity, i.e. surface roughness, hardness and residual stresses. The
surface modifications mechanisms achievable through laser processing, involve
changes in surface topography, microstructure, chemistry or possible combinations of
them. The surface functionalities investigated and reported by researchers include
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, antifouling/antibacterial, improved tribological properties
and osteoconductivity (bone cells growth and proliferation on the surface), to name a
few.
Laser processing offers several advantages over other competing technologies such
as chemical etching and conventional machining, especially when used as a surface
modification technology. First, there are no limitations in regard to the type of materials
that can be processed, from refractory metals, to polymers, ceramics and even
transparent materials such as glass. Second, it is a selective process and therefore
the technology can be employed to “imprint” surface properties only where they are
needed. Third, being a non-contact and a very flexible material processing method,
the technology is a cost-effective alternative to conventional and other nonconventional machining technologies which suffer from high cost of tooling and other
consumables [1, 2]. Fourth, laser processing does not involve any material wastage
(the material is directly evaporated or sublimed), unlike chemical (e.g. etching),

1

abrasive (e.g. blasting) or conventional machining processes (e.g. milling) where byproducts can be harmful or time consuming and expensive to recycle.
Orthopaedics is a particularly interesting application area for laser surface
modifications. Having no residues, by-products or requiring harmful chemicals, it could
be easier for the developed laser processing solutions to get the necessary regulatory
approvals and thus to be implemented in practice quicker. Furthermore, taking into
account their potential to improve implants’ osseointegration and anchorage, laser
processing could reduce the need for painful and costly implant revisions and thus
improve patients’ quality of life. Finally, the technology could become a viable
alternative to widely-used coating solutions such as hydroxyapatite. Especially,
coatings have several limitations such as: a relatively high cost associated with their
applications; can lead to potential failures at the interfaces (delamination); the
technology is energy intensive and not environmentally friendly;

add one more

processing step to the production process; and usually the coating operations are
subcontracted

to

dedicated

service

providers.

Therefore,

the

potential

elimination/bypassing of this addition processing step would lead to functional,
environmental, and economic advantages.
Laser surface modification processes such as texturing or polishing have been
extensively researched on planar samples in order to assess their capabilities in
laboratory environments, where they have been properly validated and well
characterised. However, taking this technology commercially and applying it to real
complex parts is not a trivial task and requires further research; the transferability of
the process from 2D to 3D needs to be quantified and solutions for 3D processing
need to be developed and optimised accordingly. Especially, most implant designs are
characterised by flowing curves and planar surfaces are rare as shown in Figure 1.1.
2

Figure 1.1 Total knee replacement courtesy of Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices
Companies
1.2 Research aims and objectives
The overall aim of this research is to investigate the capabilities and limitations of laser
surface modification processes, namely Laser Surface Texturing (LST) and Laser
Polishing (LP), when applied on biomaterials, specifically cobalt chromium and
titanium alloys. In particular, the reported PhD research investigates: 1) the processes
in “ideal” conditions on planar samples, ie. In-focus at normal beam incidence; 2)
assesses the capabilities of different LST strategies and laser sources when applied
on biomaterials; 3) quantifies the transferability/application of LST processes onto 3D
surfaces; and 4) proposes a methodology to efficiently apply laser surface modification
‘recipes’ onto complex parts.
The aim of this PhD research is achieved through the following objectives:

3

1. Investigate the biological (Saos-2 cells proliferation) and wetting properties of
LST surfaces and compare them with those achievable after polishing, blasting
and hydroxyapatite (HA) coating when applied on a surgical cobalt chromium
molybdenum alloy (CoCrMo). Especially, 3 different LST approaches were
investigated: microgrooves produced with nanosecond (ns) pulsed lasers,
microgrooves produced with femtosecond (fs) pulsed lasers and bioinspired
sub-micron textures produced with femtosecond pulsed lasers.
2. Investigate the influence of 3D processing disturbances on the resulting surface
topography and functionality of sub-micron LST patterns on CoCrMo
substrates. Specifically, Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) on
CoCrMo substrates are investigated to analyse and quantify the effects of 3D
processing disturbances, i.e. Focal Offset Distance (FOD), Beam Incident
Angle (BIA) and initial surface quality, on LIPSS profiles, surface wettability and
Saos-2 cells proliferation. In addition, interdependences and potential
correlations between surface wettability and biological performance are
studied.
3. Develop a generic methodology for applying laser surface modifications, e.g.
LST and LP operations, on complex parts and freeform surfaces. Especially,
an efficient patching method based on commonly used surface tessellation
algorithms is proposed. The method employs 3D processing tolerances (max
FOD & max BIA) as input parameters to efficiently partition 3D surfaces into
laser processing fields. Finally, a pilot application of the proposed method is
conducted where it is implemented for LP and LST additively manufactured
spherical Ti-6Al-4V parts.

4

1.3 Thesis Organisation
Chapter 1 outlines the motivation behind the work, its potential impact and provides
an overview of the research aims and objectives, and finally presents the thesis
organisation.
Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art in the relevant research fields which this thesis
builds upon, i.e. laser material interactions, laser surface modifications, laser
processing of complex shapes and more.
Chapter 3 reports an investigation into the functional responses of surfaces processed
with 3 different LST methods. The results are compared to the performance of the
current state-of-the-art, i.e. blasting and HA (hydroxyapatite) coating. The advantages
and limitations of investigated LST approaches are discussed.
Chapter 4 reports an investigation into the influence of 3D processing disturbances,
i.e. FOD, BIA and initial surface quality, on resulting LIPSS on CoCrMo alloy
substrates and their added functionality. The use of wettability as a means for
predicting the biological performance of biomaterials is discussed. too.
Chapter 5 proposes a novel method for partitioning complex surfaces into laser
processing fields based on commonly used surface triangulation algorithms while 3D
processing tolerances (max FOD & max BIA) are employed to drive the surface
tessellation process. A pilot application of the method for laser polishing and texturing
3D printed spherical parts is reported to demonstrate its capabilities.
Chapter 6 summarises the contributions to knowledge, highlights the main
conclusions of this research and finally discusses potential future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 LASER
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, or LASER, has been an
integral technology in modern society since its invention in 1960 by Theodore H.
Maiman [1]. It found numerous applications in physics, chemistry, medicine and
manufacturing. Due to laser’s unique properties of which monochromaticity and high
spatial coherence [2], it is indispensable in many scientific advances such as the
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) for instance [3]. Laser is
also indispensable to spectroscopy, where most of our knowledge about the structure
of atoms and molecules comes from [4].
Laser sources are commonly classified by their respective gain mediums. Active laser
mediums can be gas, liquid and solid, they affect the laser’s wavelength tuning
potential, pulse generation, achievable output powers and energy consumption.
Alternatively, lasers can be classified by their central wavelength, commonly ranging
from hundreds of nanometres up to a few microns, or by their emission duration i.e.
pulse duration (femtosecond, picosecond, nanosecond, and millisecond) or
continuous wave [5].
In manufacturing, laser offers many advantages over other subtractive machining
processes such as milling, WEDM or abrasive waterjet. First, it is an unconventional
process, or non-contact, thus tooling cost is minimal [6, 7]. Second there are no
limitations to the types of materials that can be processed (insulators, polymers,
transparent, ceramics…) [8]. Third, it is a clean process with no resulting by-products
or waste material. Fourth, laser spots can be a few microns in size, and they are
accurately controlled using galvanometer scanners, thus allowing the machining for
7

extremely small feature sizes in the order of microns [9]. Therefore, laser processing
setups have become an integral tool in advanced manufacturing labs and shop floors
[10].
For the previously mentioned advantages and for its accurate selectivity, laser surface
processing is the technology of choice when it comes to surface modification, as it will
be shown in the following sections. Surface modification allows for the embedment of
new properties that are foreign to the underlying substrate material or the
enhancement of existing properties. This can be achieved using laser by changing the
surface chemistry (oxidation) [11], the material’s microstructure (grain refinement)
[12], the surface topography (patterning) or some combination of them [13].
2.1.1 Basic principles
Laser ablation or photoablation is the process of material removal by laser beam
irradiating. When a target material absorbs laser energy, it heats, melts and finally
evaporates or sublimates. The process of ablation is much dependent on the laser
beam and the target material. The laser parameters affecting ablation are mainly the
laser power level, the irradiation exposure time (pulse duration or continuous wave),
wave polarization and the central wavelength of the laser source.
The irradiation exposure time is a crucial parameter that determines the ablation
regime and resulting part quality. Long exposure such as continuous wave mode or
longer pulse durations in the order of millisecond result in a thermal ablation process
characterised by high heating, heat affected zone (a region in the material affected by
the rapid heating and cooling resulting from the laser ablation, characterised by
surface discoloration and grain refinement), melting, a recast layer (recast molten
material that resolidifies on the surface) and micro cracks whereas short exposure
8

time such as ultrashort pulses result in direct sublimation of the target material and
none of the heat related downsides, hence it is known by the term ‘cold ablation’
(Figure 2.1).
In machining, the differences in the ablation regimes is manifested in increased
amorphization and induced stress when using nanosecond pulses as opposed to
femtosecond, when processing silicon wafers [14]. In metals, Mathew et al. showed
that a femtosecond laser showed no sign of HAZ, or recast molten material as opposed
to a nanosecond source when machining molybdenum. Moreover the shorter pulse
duration resulted in a much better surface finish at 0.187 µm Ra as opposed to 1.89
µm using nanosecond pulses when machining the same dimension groove [15]. When
processing polymers, Shibata highlighted that the use of femtosecond pulses may lead
to the dissociation of the C=O bonds and also results in a more pronounced change
in the polymer’s crystallinity when compared to nanosecond pulses, which didn’t alter
the polymer’s composition as much. This was mainly explained by the two-photon
absorption manifested in femtosecond laser processing [16].

9

Figure 2.1 Schematic of laser-matter interaction for short and ultrashort pulse
durations [17]
However, ablation is a two-way relationship and is heavily dependent on the target
material as well. Different elements reflect, absorb, transmit and scatter different laser
wavelength differently thus affecting the ablation process and the resulting part’s
quality and accuracy. Therefore careful consideration should be made when choosing
a laser source based on the required processing task and target material, this also
explains the trend towards smaller laser wavelengths as they are better absorbed by
the majority of engineering materials as shown in Figure 2.2 [18].
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Figure 2.2 Absorption of common materials vs. wavelength courtesy of Control Laser
Corporation
2.1.2 Beam delivery and machining setups
Laser processing setups are extremely modular and vary in complexity and cost.
Nevertheless, the basic principles still apply, the laser beam should travel from the
source to the part, where one or the other or both are moved in order to process large
areas. However, a number of components can be added along the way for more
control on the ablation process and for improved overall efficiency.
(i)

Optical mirrors are the most used optical element in laser processing
setups, choosing the right type is crucial for the performance, quality and
reliability of the process. The type of coating will depend on the laser
source’s wavelength and exposure duration, they can be metallic (gold,
copper), dielectric (magnesium fluoride, silicon dioxide) or ultrafast amongst
others [19].

(ii)

Depending on the quality of the beam coming out from the laser source and
the length of the beam path, a collimator might be needed to ensure minimal
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beam divergence, and therefore to ensure the process performance. This is
typically done using a single aspheric lens.
(iii)

A beam expander, either Keplerian (convergent image) or Galilean
(divergent image) telescope, might be added to a laser processing system
in order to control the spot size, and therefore the laser fluence and
processed feature size [20].

(iv)

For added control on the ablation process, a beam polarizer can be installed
to modify the wave polarization. Changing the laser polarization can have
effects on the material removal as well as the crater shape [21].

(v)

For some applications, changing the beam intensity profile to top-hat or
donut-shaped can be beneficial. For such applications a laser beam shaper
based on the spatial phase modulation of the wave is fitted to the beam path
[22].

(vi)

In order to efficiently and rapidly process 3D parts, a dynamic focusing
module (DFM), or Z module, can be included for the dynamic repositioning
of the focal plane, thus the laser can be focused along the varying surface
heights of the workpiece. DFMs can be in designed in 2 configurations: a
translating optic which moves coaxially along the optical beam path, which
can be either convergent or divergent to avoid focusing inside the beamline,
especially in higher power systems [23] (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 DFM configurations: (a) beam expander DFM and (b) beam
condenser DFM
(vii)

Prior to the focusing lens, a galvanometer scanner, or X-Y scan head is
used to deflect the beam in 2 linear motions X and Y over the surface of the
workpiece. Essentially those scanners are composed of motorized lowinertia mirrors, giving them tremendously high speeds and incredible
accuracy and precision. For higher speeds and throughputs, new
developments in polygon scanning technologies allow for scan speeds of
up to 100m/s.

(viii)

The final optical element in common laser setups is a focusing lens, which
focuses the laser intensity in a small spot for ablation to occur. Common
focusing lenses are F-theta which have a planar image field and produce a
linear displacement, i.e constant scan rate. They are suitable for most laser
scanning applications, but they can be upgraded to telecentric lenses which
focus the beam normally to the working surface regardless of the input beam
angle.

(ix)

The last piece of any laser setup is the workpiece holding and positioning
system. They usually consist of a stack of mechanical stages, typically, 3
linear stages X, Y and Z along with 2 rotary stages A and C. With achievable
accuracy and repeatability of under 0.2 µm, although slower than optical
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beam movement, mechanical stages are crucial for high precision micro
scale manufacturing.
In Figure 2.4 an example is given of a modular laser processing setup typically
used in research.

Figure 2.4 Example of modular laser processing setup [24]

2.2 Surface functionalization
Surface functionalization has become integral to the design of innovative products,
especially to differentiate them from the competition by giving them added
functionalities. The advantages of using laser technology for this type of applications
were highlighted in section 2.1. Although laser surface processing provides many
advantages over other material processing technologies, to be adopted by industrial
manufacturers, it has to be capable of matching the performance of commercially used
coatings while being economically viable. The performance of the technology is
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dependent on the specific coating/laser process as well as the desired surface
property. However, the economic viability of laser surface processing is constantly
improving as the initial cost of laser systems is continuously decreasing, as shown in
Figure 2.5 [25]. Moreover, when used in conjunction with mass production processes
such as injection moulding, laser surface processing becomes a highly appealing
addition to any process chain. For example, several researchers have already
demonstrated the production of high-volume textured polymer parts with hydrophobic
surface properties [26-28]. It is also worth noting that although the use of coatings is
widely spread, they are several limitations associated with their broad use, those
include high manufacturing costs and potential failures at the interface (delamination)
[29].

Figure 2.5 The price trend for fibre lasers sold in China courtesy of Industrial Laser
Solutions
2.2.1 Surface properties
Surface engineering or modification is the addition or enhancement of certain surface
properties of a material independently of its underlying substrate. The applications
may be in diverse areas and can be aesthetic, optical properties, wettability, corrosion
resistance or tribological to name a few [30]. In this section, we will go through some
15

of the latest developments in some of the most common application areas of surface
engineering.
(i)

In tribology, surface engineering is used to reduce the friction coefficient of
the surfaces of engineering components. This is used to reduce part wear
as well as improve the efficiency of mechanical systems. According to
Holmberg et al. approximately 23% of the world’s total energy consumption
originates from tribological contacts [31], hence the great importance of
tribology research. Ezhilmaran et al. reported that textured piston rings
(micro dimples) using a pulsed nanosecond laser exhibited a friction
reduction of up to 69% under high loading conditions [32]. In another study,
Vlădescu et al. have shown that micro scale pockets produced with an
ultraviolet fibre laser exhibited up to 70% reduced friction in reciprocating
sliding when compared with non-textured specimens [33].

(ii)

Optical characteristics of surfaces can be purely aesthetic such as logos,
decorative design, product information [34] or more functional such as
counterfeit protection and diffractive optical elements like Fresnel Zone
Plates (FZP). Jwad et al. proposed a low-cost method to fabricate FZPs on
titanium coated glass by selective oxidation using a nanosecond fibre laser
source (Figure 2.6) [35]. Hermens et al. produced diffractive elements
(potential applications in counterfeiting protection) on freeform surfaces by
manipulating the orientation of laser induced periodic surface structures, or
LIPSS [36].
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Figure 2.6 FZPs fabricated with the direct nanosecond laser writing: (a)
fields associated with different TiO2 thicknesses; (b) and
(c) lenses fabricated for a range of wavelengths with different
combinations of TiO2 thicknesses; (d) the back view of the sample shown
in (c); (e) microscopic image of the FZP lens, which performance was
analyzed; and (f) microscopic images of
lenses with defects/shortcomings [35]

(iii)

The wettability of a surface characterises its interaction with a liquid. The
first studies on wettability were published back in 1805 by Thomas Young
[37]. In 1936, Young’s equation was modified by Robert Wenzel to
consider the roughness of the surface adding the factor r, defined as the
true area of the solid compared to its nominal [38]. In 1944, Cassie and
Baxter extended the effect of roughness on the contact angle where the
liquid does not penetrate the asperities and leaves air gaps, resulting in
more hydrophobic surfaces [39]. This physical phenomena is particularly
interesting and can lead to interesting application areas such as selfcleaning surfaces [40], anti-icing surfaces [41] and can act as a predictor
of the biological performance of biomaterials [13]. Ranella et al. has shown
that the adhesion of fibroblast cells on silicon surfaces can be tuned by
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changing surface chemistry and roughness, it appeared that cells had a
general tendency of adhering to more hydrophilic surfaces [42]. Whereas
other researchers identified an optimal CA value where cell adhesion is
maximum and falls off away from this value, the CA values were 70 and
64° respectively for [43] and [44]. Jin et al. produced super-hydrophobic
(water contact angle > 160 °) on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces
(Figure 2.7) using laser etching (micro-channels and Nano roughness) by
method of replication [45]. Trdan et al. studied the time dependency of
wetting properties on laser textured (micro-channels) stainless steel. A
strong correlation was found between water repellence and corrosion
resistance [46].

Figure 2.7 Etched PDMS surface containing micro‐, submicro‐, and nano‐
composite structures shows a self‐cleaning effect with water CA as high as
162° and SA lower than 5° [45]
(iv)

The biological performance of biomaterials is characterised by the surface’s
osteoinductive,

osteoconductive

and

anti-bacterial

properties.

Osteoinduction is the process by which osteogenesis (the transformation of
immature cells into bone cells, ie. osteoblasts) is induced, osteoconduction
is the ability of bone to grow on a surface [47] and finally antibacterial
properties refer to the surface’s ability to inhibit biofilm formation and growth.
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Irradiating titanium specimens with a blue-violet semiconductor laser source
have shown to improve the surface’s osteoconductivity and antibacterial
properties [48]. More recently, Balla et al. reported that surface melting of
medical grade 316L stainless steel using an Nd:YAG laser resulted in
improved proliferation of human fetal osteoblast cells as well as enhanced
corrosion resistance, making laser surface modification a potential
treatment of medical implants [49].
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Table 2.1 Highlight of main surface properties and achievable improvements with
laser
Surface property

Type of laser texture

Achieved
Improvements

Reference

Friction reduction

Micro pores

69% reduction

[32]

Micro pockets

70% reduction

[33]

Scale-like microstructures

80% reduction

[50]

Hydrophobic

Hydrophilic

Micro channels + nano > 160° CA
roughness

[45]

Micro/nano protrusions

153° CA

[51]

Micro roughening

155° CA

[52]

Micro grid pattern

< 12° CA

[53]

Micro grid pattern

< 60° CA

[54]

Micro
structure
Osteoconduction
(bone cell growth)

honeycomb < 5° CA

[55]

Nano roughening

> 20% improvement

[56]

Micro grooves

> 13% improvement

[57]

LIPSS

> 170% improvement

[58]

Anti-bacterial (growth Micro grid pattern
suppression/adhesion
reduction)
Micro/nano roughening

LIPSS
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>
93%
reduction

adhesion [59]

>
30%
reduction

adhesion [60]

>
99%
reduction

adhesion [61]

2.2.2 Different laser methods for surface functionalization
(i) The first and most common method for functionalising a surface is by changing
its topography, ie. introducing a sort of pattern or texture. This can be done at a
meso, micro or even nano scale with lasers. For instance, Lu et al. compared
different mesoscale (>100 µm) patterns’ performance in terms of friction and wear
reduction on chromium alloys. It was observed that a micro-grid pattern achieved
the highest wear rate reduction at 57% following reciprocating sliding using silicon
nitride balls [62]. At a micro scale different interactions can be achieved from a
surface, for example Garcia-Giron et al. demonstrated that super-hydrophobic
surfaces can be created by producing micro-scale grooves (~30 µm width and 10
µm depth) on carburised, nitrided and untreated stainless steel specimens using
a nanosecond near infrared fibre laser source [63]. When irradiating a work piece
with a linearly polarized femtosecond laser source in air, laser-induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) form on the surface of the target material, and they
generally have a spatial periodicity close to the laser wavelength λ [64] (Figure
2.8). The length-scale of those structures is particularly interesting to a variety of
applications, but especially biological ones.
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Figure 2.8 Polarization dependence of LIPSS on polished stainless steel
surfaces, λ=1025 nm [65]
Epperlein et al. demonstrated that LIPSS with a periodicity of 700 nm produced
on stainless steel using a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser with a central wavelength
λ=790 nm gave the surface anti-adhesion properties when Escherichia coli K12
was colonized on the steel samples. It was also shown in the same study that
Staphyolococcus aureus favors LIPSS-treated areas for colonization [66].
Therefore, the response of the surface can be tailored based on the structure as
well as the specific organism (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Fluorescence microscope images of samples colonized with E. coli.
[66]

(ii)

The second approach to alter the surface properties is by changing its

chemistry using laser irradiation. In polymers this can be due to the breaking up
of specific bonds and ablation of certain groups while in metals this is generally
attributed to surface oxidation as shown in the following examples. Pazokian et al.
exhibited that polyethersulfone (PES) films treated with a nanosecond argon
fluoride (ArF) laser, λ=193 nm, below the target material’s ablation threshold,
result in a change in the surface chemistry, in particular, a new polymer group
(C=O group) forms on the surface. This change in surface chemistry is associated
with an improvement in the PES films’ biocompatibility; a reduced number of blood
platelets adhered on the laser treated surfaces [67]. Another example in surface
chemistry change is surface oxidation. Jwad et al. proposed a novel method to
colour the surface of titanium to a high resolution by producing titanium oxide using
a nanosecond fibre laser to a high degree of spatial and thickness control. This
method allows for the printing of highly detailed intricate images (Figure 2.10) [11].
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Figure 2.10 Imprinted image shown in different incident and azimuthal angles.
(a) Both normal, (b) different incident, (c–e) different azimuthal angles, while (f)
is the original image [11]
(iii) Finally, the last method for functionalising surfaces using laser sources is by
triggering material changes in the sub-surface. When milling BS EN ISO 4957–
X40CrMoV5-1 tool steel with a nanosecond laser source for instance (λ=511 nm,
P=10 W, τ= 17 ns), a grain refinement is triggered up to a depth of 50 µm from the
surface due to localized heating and its quick dissipation into the bulk. The change
in microstructure translated into an improvement in surface micro hardness, up to
3.8 times the original value measured on the untreated specimen [12].
Alternatively, irradiating metallic parts with high energy laser beams can relieve
them from negative tensile residual stresses and instead induce beneficial
compressive stresses that limit crack propagation and improve fatigue life [68].
Kalentics et al. used Laser Shock Peening (LSP) to treat selective laser melted
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(SLM) stainless steel parts, a maximum compressive residual stress of 798 MPa
was observed at a depth of 247 µm from the surface when irradiating the part with
an Nd:YAG laser with the following parameters: 532 nm wavelength, 7.1 ns pulse
duration, 1mm spot diameter, 80% pulse overlap and a power density of
7.2GW/cm2 [69].
2.3 Laser for applications in orthopaedics
Now that we went over the different applications of laser surface modification,
including biological, as well as the different methods of functionalising surfaces with
lasers, in this section we will examine how those come together when applied in
orthopaedics. In particular, the state of the art in laser treatment of implants will be
highlighted below.
In 2003 Cho et al. tested the removal torque (RTQ, an indication of an implant’s
attachment/anchorage to the bone) of laser treated screw-shaped pure titanium
implants and compared their performance with that of machined implants. The laser
treatment strategy was a micro scale roughening process yielding a surface
resembling a honeycomb structure characterised by micro-pores 25 µm in diameter
and 20 µm deep. Eight weeks after the implants were placed in rabbits’ tibia the
removal torque was measured and was 23.58±3.71 N.cm and 62.57±10.44 N.cm for
the machined and laser treated implants respectively [70]. The reason behind the
substantial improvement in performance of the laser treated implants is the enhanced
mechanical interlocking from the micro-pores as well as the increased bone/implant
contact area.
More recently in 2019, Park et al. compared the performance of hydroxyapatite (HA)
blasted pure titanium implants with that of laser treated ones in rabbits femurs. The
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laser modification was once again surface roughening using an Nd:YAG laser,
resulting in a uniformly porous surface (Figure 2.11). The implants’ removal torques
measured were 24.0±10.2 N.cm and 46.6±16.4 N.cm for the control and laser treated
specimens respectively [71]. Removal torques can be interpreted as biomechanical
indicators of osseointegration of implants. Therefore, it can be said that laser surface
modification may be used to improve the osseointegration of titanium implants.

Figure 2.11 FE-SEM image of laser treated titanium implant [71]

In their study, Schröder et al. examined the use of an ultra-short pulsed Ti-Sapphire
laser source to produce sub-micron spikes with nano features on the surface of
Ti90/Al6/V4 implants. The implants were placed in rat tibia and tested for their
antibacterial behaviour. Their results concluded that although the laser treatment did
not reduce the bacterial load on the surface, it did however promote a higher
eukaryotic cellular colonization as well as a better integration in the bone [72]. This
research suggests that both micro and nano-scale topographies offer great potential
as an implant surface modification technology.
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Most research in this field is conducted on titanium and its alloys because of their
present popularity in orthopaedics. At the time of writing of this thesis, no published invivo research was found on the performance of laser treated cobalt chromium alloy
(CoCrMo) implants. However, CoCrMo implants are still widely used in several
applications where high stiffness and wear-resistance are required. Some of the
common uses of the material are total knee arthroplasty, dental prosthetics and
scoliosis rods [73]. That being said, a few in-vitro studies have been published and the
most recent of which will be highlighted below.
Qin et al. examined the effects of micro-patterning CoCrMo using a near infrared diode
laser on its surface wettability and MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells proliferation. No
significant difference in the MC3T3-E1 cells proliferation was observed during the 48h
incubation period between the different samples and control group [74].
In 2014 Matsugaki et al. reported that LIPSS on the surface of CoCrMo samples
produced using a Ti:sapphire laser source had a strong effect on the alignment of
primary osteoblast cells. In fact, osteoblasts aligned along the direction of the
nanogrooves. Moreover, it was observed, unexpectedly, that the construction of bone
matrix (extracellular matrix, ECM) occurred in a direction perpendicular to that of the
cell direction. The significance of the findings stems from the fact that the orientation
of the ECM plays a key role in determining the mechanical properties of bone, and
therefore the success of any implant. The underlying reason behind this unexpected
alignment is still not fully understood and under investigation [75].
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Table 2.2 Summary of main literature on the application of LST in orthopaedics
Reference Implant material Laser treatment

Effect

[70]

Pure Ti

Micro pores

166% better anchorage in rabbits’
tibia when compared to implants
with machined surfaces (RTQ)

[71]

Pure Ti

Micro roughening

91% better anchorage in rabbits’
femur when compared to HA
coating (RTQ)

[76]

Ti-6Al-4V

Micro grooves

500% more force required to pull
out implants when compared with
polished surfaces in rabbit tibia

[77]

Pure Ti

Micro/nano
roughening

61% better anchorage in rabbits’
tibia when compare with machined
surfaces (RTQ)

[78]

Pure Ti

Micro/nano
roughening

143-195% better anchorage in both
rabbits’ tibia and femur compared
to machined implants (RTQ)

[79]

Pure Ti

Micro pores

48% better anchorage in rabbits’
tibia when compare to turned
implants (RTQ)

[80]

Pure Ti

Micro/nano
roughening

153% better anchorage in rabbits’
tibia compared to machined
implants (RTQ)

2.4 Laser processing of complex surfaces
Laser processing complex surfaces and intricate parts differs from conventional
machining in mainly 2 ways. First, being an unconventional non-contact process, the
laser beam’s position relative to the working surface can vary, i.e. the distance from
the focal plane to the surface (FOD) and the angle of incidence relative to the surface
(BIA) can both vary within, application-defined, tolerable limits to achieve the required
features. Processing beyond those limits results in a deviation from the desired
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features, and in the case of surface functionalization, from the desired surface
functional response [13]. Second, overlapping fields of view in laser processing can
be problematic, unlike in conventional machining, the beam cannot carry on
processing where it last ‘left off’. Therefore, overlapping patches in laser processing
results in what is known as ‘stitching errors’ characterised by small grooves/channels
at the image fields’ borders [81] (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12 Effects of beam overlapping [81]
Partitioning parts into slices whose thicknesses are less than or equal to the depth of
focus of the laser beam is a common approach to process complex surfaces. This is
known as the layered method. In fact, Yung et al. employed this method to polish
additively manufactured spherical components using a pulsed fibre laser, reducing the
surface roughness by up to 93% [82]. Another approach for processing 3D parts is the
use of common tessellation algorithm to partition the 3D part into planar scanhead
fields. In their study Cuccolini et al. developed a method based on the STL file format
of the part to mill features on 3D parts and join the different fields [81]. The STL method
is also used for 3D structuring planar parts, such as chip breakers [83].
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Figure 2.13 Example of a part processed using the CALM software developed by
Cuccolini et al. based on the workpiece STL [81]

Additionally, a potential solution could be layering the scanning lens field of view onto
the curved surface, a method suggested by Jiang et al [84]. Similarly, Diaci et al.
proposed a rapid method to mark/engrave complex surfaces based on acquiring the
surface data just before processing and adjusting the image to be engraved based on
the acquired data by changing its height profiles, however without accounting for
projection distortion [85]. Finally, Wang et al. suggested a more holistic approach,
combining a lot of the previously mentioned concepts to pattern the surface of freeform
parts. The LPAGS principle is characterised by projecting the texture within a square
image field limited by the depth of focus and a critical angle [86].
Although efforts have been made towards finding a generic solution to a complex
problem, still some compromises are made, for instance not factoring both the BIA
and FOD when partitioning the surface, the large number of scanning fields or the
constantly varying or non-optimized patch geometries.
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A schematic summary of the main methods found in literature for laser processing
freeform surfaces, is presented in figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 (a) Pattern projection after surface data acquisition presented in [85] (b)
Field projection on known surface geometry presented in [86] (c) CL data derived
from STL file presented in [81]
2.5 Summary of open research questions
The carried-out literature review highlighted the huge potential of laser technology in
general, and using it as a surface modification process more specifically. In the context
of biological applications/orthopaedics of laser surface modification, past literature
indicates that the process may help induce bone cell proliferation, better implant
anchorage and reduced bacterial adhesion, hence the significant interest from both
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academics and industrialists. That being said, a number of research questions remain
open, those are summarized below:
i.

There is limited research on the suitability of the laser process on cobalt chrome
alloys in terms of enhancing bone cell proliferation. Furthermore, the best laser
strategies and feature scales are yet to be determined. And finally assessing
the process performance against commercially used coatings is a must.

ii.

Transferring the laser surface modification process from planar test specimens,
often reported in literature, to actual 3D parts raises some concerns, namely,
the effects of processing disturbances, present in 3D processing, on surface
topography and thus added functionality. Those should be assessed and
quantified.

iii.

A better optimized method for processing 3D parts can still be developed which
takes into account tolerable limits of the above-mentioned processing
disturbances while optimizing the surface partitioning and joining.
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Abstract
Cobalt chrome alloys are commonly used in orthopaedic implants where high stiffness
and wear resistance are required. This study proposes Laser Surface Texturing (LST)
as a cost-effective mean for producing bioinspired surface textures in order to improve
the performance of CoCrMo orthopaedic implants. Cobalt-chrome alloy disks were
modified using three different LST strategies: i) micro-scale texturing using a
nanosecond laser source; (ii) micro-scale texturing with an ultrashort laser source and
(iii) bioinspired sub-micron scale texturing with an ultrashort laser source. The modified
disks were characterized and compared to blasted, hydroxyapatite coated and
polished surface finishes. Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells were seeded on the different
surfaces and their proliferation and morphology was assessed. The laser modification
increases the surface energy of the CoCrMo alloy disks when compared to their
untreated counterparts. The bioinspired sub-micron textured surfaces exhibited the
highest cell metabolic activity on day 7 of the MTT assay.
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3.1 Introduction
Cobalt-chrome alloys are widely used by the medical device industry especially as
orthopaedic implant materials. They were first introduced in the 1930s owing to their
remarkable corrosion resistance, biocompatibility and excellent mechanical properties
[1]. Due to their high stiffness and superior wear-resistance, cobalt-chrome alloys are
used instead of titanium alloys in high stress applications such as scoliosis rods and
bearing surfaces [2,3]. Moreover, the most popular total knee arthroplasty (TKA)
design, accounting for 36% of all the TKAs performed in 2009 in England and Wales
in 2009, was redesigned in 2006 changing the implant material from titanium to cobaltchrome based alloy [4,5]. The objective of this change was to minimize the
polyethylene insert wear (backside wear), and to increase implant success and life
expectancy [5]. Early clinical results showed survival rates of 96.6% with revision for
any reason and 98.6% with revision for aseptic failure at 5 years postoperative [6].
These results were very encouraging when compared to the previous titanium design
which recorded a 97.2% success rate for any revision at five years and a 99.5% rate
for aseptic failure. Now, cobalt-chrome alloys are also commonly used in dental
prosthetics, due to their fatigue resistance and retaining capabilities and they are the
material of choice for many removable partial dentures [7,8]. However the alloy’s
remarkable hardness makes it difficult to machine using conventional processes [9].
Although cobalt chrome alloys outperform titanium in stiffness and wear resistance,
concerns have been raised about cobalt toxicity. In particular, adverse effects caused
by wear debris were reported in patients with CoCrMo metal-on-metal bearing systems
[10]. Therefore, this is a very active research field and there are continuous
developments to improve CoCr alloys’ biocompatibility. For example, De Villiers et al.
developed silver chromium nitride coatings for cobalt-chrome bearing surfaces and
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their use led to less wear while negligible cobalt was released when compared to their
uncoated counterparts [11].

Hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings are widely used in industry to improve uncemented stem
survival [12,13]. Although coatings may help to improve the performance of CoCrMo
orthopaedic implants, there are several limitations associated with their broad use, i.e.
high manufacturing costs, potential failures at the interfaces and detrimental
interactions with physiological fluids [14]. Also, it is worth mentioning that the benefits
of these coatings are still questionable [15].

In recent years, bio-inspired hierarchical micro/sub-micron topographies have shown
potential to improve bioactivity and biocompatibility of implant materials. Sousa et al.
demonstrated that bio-inspired freestanding multilayer membranes produced via a
layer-by-layer technique, enhanced the adhesive properties of natural-based polymers
[16]. Wang et al. showed that self-assembled TiO2 nanotubes on a hierarchical
micro/nano titanium surface lead to superior attachment and growth of osteoblasts
when compared with a smooth machined Ti surface [17]. Li et al. produced microwell
arrays inspired by the surface of rose petals to enhance the contact between polyester
and fibroblasts [18]. Such intricate structures are commonly fabricated via complex,
difficult to control and expensive chemical processes which limit their commercial
viability (such as chemical etching or lithography). Furthermore, most studies were
conducted on polymers and titanium.

Laser surface texturing (LST) has attracted the interest of researchers and industry in
the last fifteen years, mostly due its tribological applications. Many studies reported
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the benefits of LST in friction and wear reduction that led to commercial applications
of the technology for cylinder liner honing and mechanical seals [19]. The non-contact
nature of laser processing makes it an attractive tool to process and modify the
otherwise hard to machine cobalt-chrome alloys.

More recently, LST has attracted significant interest as a surface modification
technology with potential applications in orthopaedic implants. LST-based surface
modifications were reported to reduce the risk of aseptic failures of implants and also
to strengthen the bond between the bone and implant by promoting bone cell
proliferation and attachment [20, 21, 22, 23]. Mariscal-Muñoz et al. cultured primary
osteoblast cells on laser-modified (roughening) Ti surfaces and demonstrated
increased ALPase activity and mineralised nodule formation together with enhanced
expression of mature bone cell phenotypical markers in comparison with polished Ti
surfaces [24]. Furthermore, Shah et al. demonstrated that the Nd:YAG laser
modifications (roughening) of commercially pure titanium implants increased the
removal torque (RTQ) in rabbit tibiae by 153% when compared to machined implants.
The higher RTQ was attributed to the strength of the bone-implant interface; lasertreated implants showed fracture lines at 30 to 50 µm from the interface when tested
for failure, whereas separation occurred at the bone-implant interface for the machined
surfaces [25].

Many researchers stated that implant surface energy plays a significant role in the
interactions of the implant with biological fluids, cells and tissues. In particular,
hydrophilic surfaces were reported to promote osseointegration and implant
anchorage [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However, such surface functionalities are
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commonly achieved by means of toxic gases [32], harmful chemicals or expensive
coating procedures [33, 34, 35]. At the same time the use of LST as an alternative
solution for producing hydrophilic implant surfaces, which may favour biological
interactions, has not been thoroughly examined; in fact, most of the studies reported
an opposite (hydrophobic) effect unless the samples had been stored in controlled
environments [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].

There is currently limited literature on the use of LST on CoCr alloys to improve surface
properties for cell interactions. Qin et al. investigated the effects of LST on CoCrMo
alloy wettability and MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells proliferation. However the disjoint
micro-scale patterns (circular, rectangular and triangular pits) produced lead to an
increase in the water contact angle when compared with untreated surfaces.
Moreover, while the duration of the cell incubation was only 48h, no significant
difference in the MC3T3-E1 cells proliferation was observed between the different
samples [42]. Further work is hence required to study the effects of bio-inspired
surface topographies, achievable via LST, on cell attachment and proliferation on
cobalt-chrome alloys. This research evaluates the wettability and proliferation of Saos2 osteoblast-like cells on 3 different types of laser modified CoCrMo alloy surfaces:
nanosecond laser structuring, femtosecond laser structuring and sub-micron laser
patterning. It also compares their performance with the current state of the art in the
implant industry, i.e. blasted and HA coated surfaces, together with polished surfaces
as references.
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3.2 Material and Methods

3.2.1 CoCrMo Samples

A surgical cobalt-chromium-molybdenum casting alloy with the following Wt%
composition was used in all experiments: 67.0% Co, 27.0% Cr and 5.0% Mo. Disks
with a diameter of 18mm and 2mm thickness were supplied by MatOrtho Ltd. UK. The
samples were sandblasted with 20 grit white fused alumina, and some were manually
polished on linishing belts down to a mirror finish (Ra < 0.05 µm).

3.2.2 Laser Surface Texturing

Three different LST approaches were investigated as follows: (i) micro-scale texturing
employing a nanosecond laser source (NS surfaces) ; (ii) micro-scale texturing with
an ultrashort laser source (FS surfaces) and (iii) bioinspired sub-micron scale texturing
with an ultrashort laser source (NT surfaces), namely to mimic the corneal surface of
some insects such as moths, butterflies and drosophila, as such structures have been
shown to possess good biological surface properties [43] . The ultrashort laser had the
following technical specification (Satsuma from Amplitude Systemes): 5W average
power, 10µJ max pulse energy, 310fs pulse duration, up to 500 KHz repetition rate,
1030 nm wavelength and a beam quality M2 better than 1.2.

The technical

specification of the nanosecond laser source (redENERGY G4 from SPI Lasers) was
as follows: 50W average power, 0.71 mJ max pulse energy, pulse durations in the
range 15 to 220 ns, up to 1Mhz repetition rate, 1060 nm wavelength and beam quality
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M2 better than 1.3. The laser spot size was approximately 30 µm in diameter at the
focal point for both laser sources.

A grid of 100 x 100 µm grooves with a spacing of 400 µm was chosen as the microscale pattern for both NS and FS surfaces. This particular groove size was selected
to be similar to the size of Saos-2 cells that is generally just under 100 µm in any
direction when adhered and fully spread on a flat surface [44]. The microscale
recessions on the surface should offer a favourable environment for the cells to settle,
adhere and spread [45]. To better understand the influence of pulse duration on
resulting surface topographies, and consequently cell growth, the grids were produced
using two different laser sources.

Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) have been shown to induce a
positive response from osteoblast cells (and osteoblast-like cell lines) on various
polymers and titanium alloys. However, the sub-micron ripples tend to influence the
orientation and spreading of cells [46]. Thus, this bio-inspired semi-omnidirectional
geometry was chosen to produce the NT surfaces in an effort to avoid any
directionality.

The NS and FS surfaces were produced on the blasted disks (B). To produce NT
surfaces, LST was carried out on mirror finish polished disks (P). The three LST
strategies employed to produce NS, FS and NT surfaces are depicted in Figure 3.1
while the laser parameters used in the experiments are given in Table 3.1. These
parameters were chosen in order to achieve the desired topographies within minimal
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processing times, they were derived through trial and error. LST was performed in
ambient conditions with the assistance of a fume extractor.

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagrams of the LST strategies used to produce (a) FS surfaces, (b)
NT surfaces and (c) NS surfaces
Note: hatch refers to the step-over distance between two consecutive laser scans while
reps to the number of scanning repetitions per layer.

Table 3.1 Laser parameters used for LST

Sample

FS
NT
NS

Average
(W)

Power Energy
Density
(J/cm2)
4.19
1.19
st
nd
1 scan: 0.57/2
0.16/0.028
scan: 0.1
33.4
28.3

Pulse
Duration

Repetition Rate Scanning Speed
(kHz)
(mm/s)

310 fs
310 fs

500
250

1000
1000

220 ns

65.5

950
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3.2.3 Hydroxylapatite Coating
High-purity synthetic calcium hydroxylapatite from Plasma Biotal Ltd. UK was used to
coat the blasted disks. Particles 30 µm in diameter with a highly crystalline structure
(>50%) were deposited on the CoCrMo surface. The coating meets the requirements
of ISO 13779:2000 which specifies hydroxyapatite powders that should be used as a
raw material for producing surgical implants or their coatings.
3.2.4 Surface Topography Assessment
Focus variation microscopy, i.e. G5 InfiniteFocus system from Alicona, was used to
analyse the 3D surface topographies of the B, NS, FS and HA disks, to assess their
surface roughness. The surface roughness of the P and NT samples was also
measured but their respective 3D representations omitted as they lacked visible
topographical features.
All 6 samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy using a Zeiss EVO MA
10 microscope: WD=6.0mm and EHT=20.00kV.

Table 3.2 Summary of the tested samples

Sample
B
P
NT
FS
NS
HA

Treatment
Sand Blasting
Mirror Finish Polishing
Sub-Micron Texturing Femtosecond
Laser
Micro Grooves Femtosecond Laser
Micro Grooves Nanosecond Laser
Hydroxylapatite Coated

Original Surface
Cast
Cast
Mirror
Finish
Polished
Blasted
Blasted
Blasted

3.2.5 Surface Wettability
Contact angle (CA) analysis was performed employing the sessile drop technique,
using an Attension Theta optical tensiometer with 4µL drops of Milli-Q water. The
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measurements were taken 5 and 30 days after LST to assess the impact of disk
storage in ambient conditions on the evolution of contact angle and thus to judge the
functional stability of created topographies. Before the first measurement the samples
underwent rigorous cleaning: The samples were subjected to three 15 min ultrasonic
baths, first, in 8 wt% aqueous oxalic acid, second, in pure acetone, and third, in 70
vol% ethanol aqueous solution. The samples were rinsed with distilled pure water inbetween baths and finally dried with argon gas.
3.2.6 Cell Culture
All CoCrMo disks underwent the cleaning protocol described above followed by
autoclaving at 120° C 1 bar pressure . Specimens were then placed in 12-well plates
(Thermo Scientific™ Nunc™ Cell-Culture Treated Multidishes) and approximately
2x104 Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells were seeded on each sample in McCoy's 5A
medium supplemented with 10% FBS, I00U/mL of Penicillin and 100µg/mL of
Streptomycin. The well plates were placed in a humidified incubator at 37˚C in an
atmosphere of 5% CO2 and the culture medium was changed every 2 days.
3.2.7 Cell Proliferation
Saos-2 cells metabolic activity was evaluated via a MTT assay [47], reflecting the cells’
proliferation on the different CoCrMo specimens. MTT was prepared in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at a concentration of 5mg/mL. 100µL of the MTT solution
was added to each well and the plates were incubated at 37˚C in an atmosphere of
5% CO2 for 4 hours at the selected time intervals (2, 4 and 7 days). The medium was
then removed and 1mL of DMSO was added to each well to dissolve the formazan.
The well plates were placed on a shaking platform for 5 minutes and then the optical
density was measured at 570 nm using a spectrophotometer, the Biotek ELx800.
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3.2.8 Cell Morphology
At selected time intervals: 2, 4 and 7 days after seeding, samples were rinsed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and then immersed in 2.5% EM grade
glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.3) prepared on the day. After
fixation, the different CoCrMo disks were then dehydrated by immersion in solutions
of increased ethanol concentration: 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 90, 95 (twice) and 100%
(twice). The ethanol was then removed and the disks’ surfaces were rinsed with
hexamethyldisilzane (HMDS) and left to evaporate in a fume cupboard overnight.
Finally the disks were sputter coated with gold and examined under SEM to image the
attached cells on the surface.
3.2.9 Statistical Analysis
All data was expressed as means with their standard deviations. Contact angle
average values were calculated based on 5 measurements for each disk type (5 disks
for every type of surface) while the average MTT optical density values based on 3
measurements (3 disks for every type of surface). Statistical analysis was performed
using Minitab 17 Statistical Software. General Linear Model ANOVA was used to
examine differences between the groups. Values of p<0.05 were considered
significant.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Focus Variation Microscopy
The surface topographies of the B, FS, NS and HA specimens are depicted in Figure
3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Topography measurements of (a) B surface
(b) HA surface (c) FS surface (d) NS surface

The 3D surface profiles were made with the 10x objective of the Alicona G5
microscope. Using the same magnification, the arithmetical mean height (Sa) and root
mean square height (Sq) values of the blasted and HA coated specimens were
calculated over a 1.62mm2 area (10x objective’s field of view). The average Sa and Sq
values, taken from 5 surfaces, for the B surface were 60 µm and 60 µm, respectively,
compared with 89 µm and 106 µm for the HA coated surface, making it the roughest
surface by a significant margin with values higher than the 100 µm deep grooves of
the NS and FS surfaces. As for the NT surface, the S a and Sq values were measured
using the 100x objective, for being orders of magnitude smoother, over a 0.0256mm2
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area (100x objective’s field of view) and they were 0.05 µm and 0.07 µm respectively,
a slight increase over the mirror finish.
The desired groove width and depth was produced with both FS and NS laser sources
with deviations less than 10%. However, the resulting topographies differ
considerably; the longer pulse duration used for the NS samples resulted in a
significant recast bulges along the grid edges of the CoCrMo disks that enclosed nonprocessed areas in-between the grooves. Furthermore, after producing the grooves in
one direction, the processing of perpendicular grooves to form the grids resulted in redeposition of molten material where they intersected the existing ones.
In contrast, due to the nature of ultrashort pulsed laser processing that is also
commonly referred to as “cold ablation”, no recast budges were observed on the FS
disks. The non-processed area retained its blasted finish characteristics while the
grooves’ intersection remained open in both directions.
Additionally, the grooves of the NS surfaces exhibited a larger draft angle when
compared to the almost-vertical walls obtained along the FS grooves, which could be
attributed to the higher thermal load when longer pulses were used and consequently
a high amont of molted material and slashes along the groves.
3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
The SEM micrographs of all 6 investigated surfaces are presented in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3 SEM micrographs of: (a) B surface; (b) P surface; (c) NT surface;
(d) FS surface; (e) NS surface and (f) HA surface.
Scale bars are valid for all images.

It is evident that apart from the NT and P surfaces, the CoCrMo disks have a significant
roughness. The B surface had uniform roughness whereas the FS, NS and HA
surfaces were more irregular as seen from both the SEM images and focus variation
microscopy, see also section 3.3.1. The difference between the NS and FS surfaces
is depicted in more detail in µ. Regarding the NT surface, a hexagonal sub-micron
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array resembling the corneal surface of insects was successfully formed on the initially
polished surface (Figure 3.4d windowed). The distance between two consecutive submicron features is just under the wavelength of the ultrashort laser source used: 600700 nm in this case. This has been thoroughly documented when producing LIPSS
with an ultrashort pulsed laser [48]. Nano bumps were formed instead of linear ripples
due to the 90o rotation of the samples between the first and second scans together
with the use of lower power in the second scan, and as a result the ripples from the
two scans intersected to form the nano-bumps. It is important to stress that the power
settings in the two scans are very important to generate this particular NT surfaces. In
particular, if the second scan is performed with the same laser power, the first set of
ripples will be erased while no LIPSS would be generated if the power settings are too
low. The energy levels should thus be just sufficent to ablate the peaks of the first set
of LIPSS, giving this particular bio-inspired sub-micron topography, see table 3.1 for
specific parameters on CoCrMo. This was determined experimentally, by varying the
laser energy in the second scan in small increments until the desired pattern is
achieved.
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Figure 3.4 SEM micrographs of (a) FS surface (b) NS surface
(c) FS groove (d) NS groove

The differences between the FS and NS surfaces, especially the effects of the 2
different pulse durations, are depicted in more detail in Figure 3.4. In particular, the
unprocessed areas between the grooves of the NS samples are covered with resolidified molten CoCrMo while the recast bulges are very prominent at the
intersections, even closing the first set of grooves, and also along the edges, as can
also be seen in Figure 3.2. In contrast, the untreated areas of the FS samples retained
their blasted surface characteristics, no recast formations along the grooves were
observed and the first set of grooves was only narrowed at the intersections. Taking a
closer look at the bottom of the grooves (Figure 3.4c & d), it can be seen that the
processed surface areas with the longer 220ns pulses were re-melted and
smoothened whereas a self-organised hierarchical micro/nano morphology was
observed in the FS groove as a result of multiple passes, in particular the accumulated
laser fluence [49]. The morphology is of similar scale to that of the rose petals
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examined by Li et al. [18], nano ripples can be observed on the top of the micro
features that measure between 15 and 20 µm.
3.3.3 Surface Wettability
The contact angle (CA) values are shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Contact angle of the different uncoated CoCrMo
surfaces (n=5)
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Nanosecond Femtosecond

NanoTextured

Polished

Cast

Table 3.3 Contact angle data
5
Days
16.7
25.99
10.7
16.46
9.38
48.12
57.76
56.97
46.96
44.26
10.85
6.917
24.82
24.29
15.43
0
0
0
0
0
12.81
18.9
14.89
16.59
15.98

Mean
STD
(degree)

15.846

6.5631

50.814

6.1484

16.461

7.9812

0

0

15.834

2.2377

30
Days
89.48
103
99.4
100.5
96.44
89.59
99.38
84.33
80.31
78.26
103.5
78.01
86.31
83.12
67.93
0
0
0
0
0
74.51
83.17
134
172.5
116.12

Mean
STD
(degree)

97.764

5.1951

86.374

8.46

83.774

13.041

0

0

116.06

39.735

Looking at the average CA values 5 days after laser texturing, all samples were
hydrophilic, with 0o CA for the FS sample processed with the ultrashort laser, while the
CA values for the NS, NT and B samples were similar at ~15o, only the polished disks
exhibited a higher CA at ~50o. With time (30 days), all CA values increased except for
the FS sample. This increase in CA values has been observed by many researchers
and is commonly attributed to changes in surface chemistry [50, 51].

Furthermore, the large CA deviation of NS samples after 30 days is due to the
directional nature of the surface. In fact, the samples exhibited semi-hydrophilic
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properties in the direction of the open grooves and were hydrophobic in the direction
of the closed ones while the value in Figure 3.5. is the average of both. This is due to
some capillary effects that have led to droplets spreading in the direction of the open
grooves. However, the droplets still did not flow inside the grooves as reflected by the
lowest contact angle of 70˚. Luo et al. [52] argued that the cell-like structures
(unprocessed areas enclosed by the molten material) repel the water droplets due to
some entrapped air. Thus, the NS surface exhibits a mixed Cassie-Baxter (CB) Wenzel wetting state, especially a transitional state between CB and Wenzel regimes,
similar to the one seen with pigeon feathers [53].

On the other hand, the FS samples exhibited a complete Wenzel state of wetting
where there was complete contact between the liquid and the solid surface, reflected
by the contact angle of 0˚. This wetting state can be attributed to the lack of ‘air
pockets’ due to the absence of molten material around the edges of the grooves and
the morphology at the bottom of the grooves that prevented the air being compressed
as it is open to the environment [54].
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3.3.4 Saos-2 Cell Proliferation and Morphology

Figure 3.6 Proliferation of Saos-2 cells on the 6 different CoCrMo
surfaces after 2, 4 and 7 days. (n=3, statistical significance indicated
by p<0.05)

From the MTT assay, a number of conclusions can be drawn. Initial cell adhesion is
favourable on surfaces with higher roughness (see section 3.3.1 for roughness
values), this is reflected in the higher cell metabolic activity on the B, FS, NS and HA
surfaces when compared to the P on Day2. However, the rate of proliferation is much
in favour of surfaces with lower Sa values (see section 3.3.1 for roughness values). In
fact, the P and NT samples exhibited the highest rates of proliferation at 93.21% and
105.1%, respectively, between Day4 and Day7. In contrast, cells on the hydroxyapatite
coated disk increased by 56.84% in the same time period. This phenomenon was also
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seen with epithelial cells on different titanium surfaces [55]. This could be attributed to
the mechanical micro-anchorage of the cells onto the disks with micro-topography.
The NT surface exhibited high levels of initial adhesion, comparable to those of the
four rough surfaces (B, FS, NS, HA), yet it also showed the highest rate of proliferation
between Day4 and Day7. This highlights the important role of sub-micron features in
terms of cell adhesion.
At the end of the assay on Day7, the Sub-micron Textured CoCrMo disk showed the
highest cell metabolic activity.
From the ANOVA, it can be concluded that the topography is a very significant factor
with a p-value of 0.001<<<0.05. As for the contribution percentages, they are 29.15
and 39.10% for the factors Topography and Day respectively.
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Figure 3.7 Representative SEM micrographs of Saos-2 cells at day 4
on: (a) B surface; (b) P surface; (c) NT surface; (d) FS surface; (e) NS
surface and (f) HA surface.
Scale bars are valid for all images.

Cell adhesion and proliferation was monitored by SEM at day 4 (Figure 3.7). Cells
were not confluent at this time on any of the surfaces except for the HA surface (Figure
3.7f). On the B surface (Figure 3.7a) the Saos-2 cells were relatively flat on the sample
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but less spread than in the P samples, as was seen on Titanium surfaces by Degasne
et al. [56]. In some areas of the P surface (Figure 3.7b) the cells appeared almost
confluent and were completely flattened and spread out on the surface with few
exceptions, as is typical of such surfaces [56]. On the NT surface (Figure 3.7c) the
cells had a raised profile and several filopodia can be seen attached to the
nanofeatures (Figure 3.7c windowed). Blebs (arrows) were seen in the cell membrane
of many cells on this surface, which could be indicative of secretive metabolic activity.
The filopodia anchoring the cells to the sub-micron topography explains the high initial
adhesion on Day2 unlike the P surfaces. Moreover, the cells on this surface did not
show signs of directionality, as was hypothesised, which is otherwise common with
LIPSS surfaces [46]. On the FS surface (Figure 3.7d) there was no cell growth inside
the grooves and only occasional cells were seen, as pictured, spanning the
hierarchical features. Cells in the untextured areas had the same characteristics as on
the blasted surface (Figure 3.7d windowed and Figure 3.7a). On the NS surface
(Figure 3.7e) the cells were concentrated in the grooves as expected, which could be
attributed to some capillary action of the cell media, but a few cells were also present
on the untreated area, they had a similar morphology to those found on the B surfaces
(Figure 3.7e windowed). On the HA surface (Figure 3.7f) the cells appeared elongated
and there appeared to be more than one cell layer developing.
Both B and NS surfaces showed similar levels of proliferation and comparable
morphologies. This suggests that the anchoring and growth mechanisms are similar
on both surfaces with micro-topography.
Generally, higher growth was expected on the HA surfaces compared to uncoated
metallic surfaces. Okumura et al. reported that Saos-2 cells settled and differentiated
earlier on HA compared to pure titanium [57]. This was indeed the case with the
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CoCrMo alloy samples as well, especially a higher growth and adhesion was seen on
the HA samples on Day2 and Day4.
The differences in water contact angle and cell attachment between the FS and NS
samples can therefore be attributed to the hierarchical structures at the bottom of the
FS grooves and the splashes of molten material. Those differences led to changes in
the wetting states, i.e. Cassie-Wenzel for the NS samples and Wenzel for the FS
samples, and thus there was no correlation between CA and cell attachment in this
case. However, there is some correlation between the surface response on the P and
NT surfaces. Especially, the P and NT surfaces exhibited almost identical wetting
behaviours owing to their comparable surface roughness values and thus high
hydrophilicity let to a greater attachment and proliferation.

Osteoblast cells have been seen to grow across grooves much wider than the distance
between 2 consecutive hierarchical structures seen in the FS grooves. In fact, De Luca
et al. reported that primary osteoblast cells grew across 40 µm wide grooves on the
surface of 316 L austenitic stainless steel [58]. This indicates that the morphology of
the hierarchical structures, and not the distance in between them, caused the cell
growth inhibition. Moreover, the cells’ points of contact were seen almost exclusively
on the side of the hierarchical structures (Figure 3.7d, circles) which could indicate
that the cells could not attach to the top of the said structures.
3.4 Conclusions
Six different CoCrMo samples with different surface topography were studied for
osteoblast-like Saos-2 cell morphology and proliferation. In particular, the cell
responses after applying three different laser texturing procedures were compared to
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those obtained on blasted and polished specimens and also samples with a
commercially-used hydroxyapatite coating. The following conclusions were made
based on the obtained results:
1. Saos-2 cell adhesion occurred on all the CoCr surfaces and the surface
topography was an important factor governing both cell morphology and
proliferation.
2. A higher roughness encourages initial cell adhesion however smoother/planner
surfaces facilitate cell proliferation.
3. The highest metabolic activity occurred on Day 7 on the NT surface, as shown
by the MTT assay. This can be attributed to both the anchoring effects of the
sub-micron textures and also the high proliferation levels of smooth surfaces.
In addition, the cells on the NT samples that had bio-inspired sub-micron
topography did not show any signs of directionality.
4. Surface topography is a more significant factor than surface energy in Saos-2
cell attachment and proliferation. Controlling the micron (cell size) and submicron scales of implant surfaces could lead to much improved biological
responses.
5. Correlation between CA and cell proliferation is only valid when both the wetting
behaviours and surface roughness values are comparable.
6. Long lasting super hydrophilic, 0˚ CA, surfaces can be produced via ultrashort
pulsed laser structuring, namely by producing micro grooves with hierarchical
micro/nano topography at the bottom, FS samples.
7. Saos-2 cells grew in the micro-grooves produced with the longer 220ns laser
pulses but not in the ones produced with the ultrashort pulses, in fact the FS
grooves inhibited cell attachment and growth. This suggests that the self69

organized hierarchical micro/nano structures found in the FS grooves could be
used to potentially control cell migration.
Based on the findings in this research, it can be argued that the potential ideal CoCrMo
implant surface should be a combination of micro-scale structures and sub-micro
features. In particular, the micro-scale structures would facilitate both the mechanical
anchorage with the bone and also offer a better initial osteoblast cell adherence, while
the smooth surfaces with sub-micron features would improve proliferation and growth
without compromising adherence. Such surfaces can be produced simultaneously by
employing femtosecond laser sources and thus to selectively modify implants both at
the micro and sub-micro scales in one processing step.
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Abstract
Any processing disturbances in laser surface texturing (LST) could compromise the
resulting surface topography and thus their desired functional response. Disturbances
such as focal plane offsets and beam incident angle variations are always present in
LST processing of 3D parts and can affect the surface morphology. In this research
the effects of these laser processing disturbances in producing laser induced surface
structures (LIPSS) on CoCrMo alloy substrates were investigated. In particular, these
two disturbances were considered as laser processing variables to determine their
effects on functional responses of LIPSS treated surfaces, i.e. surface wettability and
the proliferation of Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells were evaluated. It was found that the
changes of laser processing conditions led to a decrease in surface wettability and
Saos-2 cells proliferation. In addition, a correlation between surface wettability and cell
proliferation on LIPSS treated surface was identified and conclusions made about the
effects of investigated process disturbances on the functional response of LIPSS
treated CoCrMo substrates.
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4.1 Introduction
The functionalization of surfaces has become an integral part in the design of
innovative products with high commercial potential and advanced functionalities. In
particular, it allows the embedment of new properties foreign to the underlying
substrate material, for instance turning a hydrophilic surface into a super hydrophobic
one [1], or the enhancement of existing properties such as improving the biological
response of Titanium alloys [2].
There are various approaches for functionalizing surfaces such as changing the
surface chemistry [3], the material’s microstructure on the surface [4] or the surface
topography [5] and also some combinations of them. Moreover, there is a diverse
range of processes available to achieve such surface functionalities. For example,
Gholami et al. investigated the effect of annealing temperature on the pitting corrosion
resistance of 2205 duplex stainless steel [6], Zhenyu et al. produced hydrophobic
surfaces on PMMA and Ti-6 Al-4V alloy substrates via micro-milling [7], Kumar et al.
improved the cutting performance of Al2O3/TiCN composite ceramic tools by producing
micro-grooves on their rake surface via WEDM [8], Arisoy et al. produced antibacterial
and antifouling surfaces via nanoimprint lithography [9], finally Bang et al. enhanced
the biological response of pure titanium via sandblasting and acid etching [10]. Another
process that has been attracting a lot of interest recently from both industry and
research is Laser Surface Texturing (LST). LST offers a number of advantages over
competing technologies. In particular, LST can be deployed to process freeform
surfaces of most engineering materials selectively, with a relatively higher processing
speed and higher accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility [11]. In addition, LST does
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not involve the use of harmful chemicals and also can represent a relatively low cost
option when compared with other unconventional machining processes.
LST was successfully employed by the automotive industry to treat cylinder liners of
internal combustion engines and thus to improve fuel consumption and reduce engine
wear [12]. It was also employed as a mean of reducing friction and wear between other
types sliding surfaces such as PTFE/Kevlar fabric composites [13], polymers [14], and
more [15]. More recently LST found applications in medical industry, specifically to
modify surfaces of orthopedic implants. Shah et al. studied the effect of Nd: YAG laser
modification of pure titanium implants on osseointegration and biomechanical
anchorage. The modified implants exhibited 153% higher removal torque values in
rabbit tibiae when compared to their untreated counterparts. Furthermore, when their
fracture toughness was analyzed, fracture lines appeared within the bone for the laser
modified implants whereas for the untreated titanium screws the implants failed at the
bone/implant interface [16]. In another study, Briski et al. found that laser modified
PEEK implants enhanced fusion in a sheep model and more abundant mineralized
matrix and bony attachments were found on the treated implants than in the control
group [17].
Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) are grating-like patterns that can
be generated on almost any material when the laser power level is at or near the
damage threshold of the workpiece. LIPSS generation is generally attributed to some
form of interference between the incident laser beam and the surface-scattered
electromagnetic waves [18]. Low spatial frequency (LSFL) LIPSS form on processed
surfaces with a spatial period close to the laser wavelength and it is commonly under
1 µm for near infrared sources. This length scale is particularly interesting when dealing
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with small living organisms, such as bone cells, and therefore LIPSS have a strong
potential in the field of biomaterials modification. For example, LIPSS enhanced matrix
mineralization and bone-like nodule formation as compared with polished Ti-6 Al-4V
surfaces and thus they could potentially improve human mesenchymal stem cells
differentiation into osteoblastic lineage [19]. Furthermore, it was shown that LIPSS with
different periodicities greatly improved the proliferation of HEK-293 cell line on
polystyrene surfaces; the improvement was more pronounced in the later stages of
incubation [20]. In a previous study it was shown that a crossed LIPSS patterns
enhanced Saos-2 osteoblast-like cell growth on polished cobalt-chromiummolybdenum (CoCrMo) alloy surfaces without compromising on initial cell adhesion, a
characteristic of rougher surfaces [21].
It is evident from the result of many empirical studies that LST, LIPSS in particular, has
a real potential as a technology for modifying implant surfaces and therefore it is
essential to investigate and determine the process limitations. This is especially
necessary when applying LST on freeform surfaces that are common in most implant
designs. In particular, when the LST technology is deployed on complex 3D surfaces,
there are substantial changes in the laser processing conditions when compared with
the processing of planar surfaces. Therefore, the factors impacting the process
performance on 3D surfaces should be considered as disturbances affecting the
functional response of treated surfaces. Hence, the effects of such disturbances on
added functionalities established in numerous empirical studies on planar surfaces
should be investigated in order to establish the limitations of the LST technology when
applied on 3D surfaces.
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This paper reports investigation into the disturbances present in LST of 3D CoCrMo
alloy surfaces and their effects on the functional response of such treated surfaces. In
particular, the effects of the focal offset distance (FOD), beam incident angle (BIA) and
the initial surface quality on the static water contact angle and Saos-2 osteoblast-like
cells proliferation have been studied.

4.2 Material and methods

4.2.1 Material and surface analysis methods

CoCrMo disks, 13mm in diameter, were used in this research. The Wt% composition
of the surgical grade CoCrMo casting alloy used in the experiments was as follows:
67.0% Co, 27.0% Cr and 5.0% Mo. The surface roughness of as-received disks was
measured and the arithmetical mean height, Sa, and root mean square height, Sq,
values were both around 45 µm. Some disks were polished down to a surface
roughness of Sa 40 nm and Sq 60 nm. (measured using an Alicona focus variation
microscope)
All disks were examined for periodicity data using a scanning electron microscopy,
Zeiss EVO MA 10, with the following settings: WD=8.0mm and EHT=10.00kV. In
addition, the topography of the laser processed samples was examined employing an
atomic force microscopy (AFM), Dimension 3100 system with Bruker NP-10 nonconductive silicon nitride tips.
Considering the feature size of LIPSS, the Alicona’s 10 nm vertical resolution would
not be enough for accurate profile measurements.
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4.2.2 Laser surface texturing

The CoCrMo disks were laser processed using an ultrashort near-infrared fiber laser
with the following technical specification: 5W average power, 10µJ maximum pulse
energy, 310fs pulse duration, 500 KHz maximum repetition rate, 1030 nm center
wavelength and beam quality M2 better than 1.2. The beam spot size at the focal plane
was 40 µm.
Initially, the LIPSS pattern used in this study was optimized by varying the laser
parameters on polished CoCrMo disks, employing the method proposed by Gnilitskyi
et al. [22]. In particular, the LIPSS optimization process involved an analysis of SEM
images and their regularity. Using the open-source software ImageJ with the
OrientationJ plug-in and its Orientation Distribution module with Riesz Filters, the
distribution angle values were calculated for the different SEM micrographs. All images
used in the analysis had the same magnification (6,000x) in order to analyze sufficiently
large areas. In addition, the spectrum was normalized with the highest value of the
distribution shifted to the orientation value of 0°. Then, the value of half width at half
maximum was obtained, defined as, the dispersion value of the LIPSS orientation
angles (DLOA). The samples with lowest DLOA (2δθ) were highly-regular and
therefore were selected to investigate how process disturbances could affect surface
topographies and their respective functionalities in this research. The errors associated
with this method were estimated by Gnilitskyi et al. at ∼±1° and are due to the accuracy
of the distribution and the residual fluctuations in the stabilized area. The considered
laser parameters tested in a full factorial design and the optimized textured surface are
shown in Figure 4.1. The pulse overlap was fixed in both x and y directions of scanning.
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Figure 4.1 An overview of the conducted process optimisation: (a) the processing
window considered in a full factorial design of experiments (b) distribution of
orientation θ obtained from ImageJ for a fixed overlap of 84% (c) SEM
micrograph, and corresponding Fourier transform of a CoCrMo surface
processed with the optimized parameters
Note: Optimized parameters are highlighted in yellow

Then, the optimized laser parameters (Figure 4.1a) were used on all CoCrMo samples
while process disturbances, i.e. FOD, BIA and material disturbance: initial surface
quality, were introduced to investigate their effects on topography and functional
response of LST surfaces. In particular, a set of experiments were conducted with the
same laser processing settings while different levels of these three disturbances were
applied as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 The parameters’ domain used for LIPSS
generation

Sample Process-Material Disturbances
Surface

FOD

BIA

Quality

(mm)

(deg.)

1

As-received

0

0

2

As-received

0.2

0

3

As-received

0.4

0

4

As-received

0.6

0

5

As-received

0.8

0

6

As-received

0

10

7

As-received

0

20

8

As-received

0

30

9

Polished

0

0

10

Polished

0.2

0

11

Polished

0.4

0

12

Polished

0.6

0

13

Polished

0.8

0

14

Polished

0

10

15

Polished

0

20

16

Polished

0

30
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Figure 4.2 Schematic diagrams of laser processing at different A) BIA and B) FOD

4.2.3 Functional analysis of LST surfaces
Prior to functional testing, the samples were rigorously cleaned as follows: two 15 min
ultrasonic baths, first, in pure acetone, and then, in 70 vol% ethanol aqueous solution.
The disks were rinsed with distilled pure water in-between baths and finally dried with
argon gas and stored in sterile petri dishes.
The wetting properties of the LST surfaces were analyzed directly after cleaning.
Especially, static contact angle (CA) measurement was performed employing the
sessile drop technique. An Attension Theta optical tensiometer with 6µL drops of
purified Milli-Q water was used to conduct these measurements. The drop volume was
selected in such way that the gravity forces to be not higher than the capillary one,
hence to minimize any additional kinetic energy. In this way the values represent the
true solid/liquid interactions.
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Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells proliferation on LST CoCrMo disks was analyzed, too. In
particular, the specimens were then placed in 24-well plates (Thermo Scientific™
Nunc™ Cell-Culture Treated Multidishes) and approximately 1x104 Saos-2 osteoblastlike cells were seeded on each sample in McCoy's 5A medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100U/mL of Penicillin and 100µg/mL of Streptomycin. The
well plates were placed in a humidified incubator at 37˚C in an atmosphere of 5% CO2
and the culture medium was changed every 2 days.
Saos-2 cells metabolic activity was evaluated via a MTT assay [23], reflecting the cells’
proliferation on the different CoCrMo specimens. MTT was prepared in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) with a concentration of 5mg/mL. 60µL of the MTT
solution was added to each well and the plates were incubated at 37˚C in an
atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 4 hours at the selected time interval, 4 days after seeding.
The medium was then removed and 0.6mL of DMSO was added to each well to
dissolve the formazan. The well plates were placed on a shaking platform for 5 minutes
and then the optical density was measured at 570 nm using a spectrophotometer.
All functional data was expressed as mean and standard deviation, n=4 for CA and
MTT measurements. Statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 17 Statistical
Software. A Pearson correlation valuation was conducted to examine the relationship
between wettability and cell proliferation on the laser treated disks.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Effects on surface topography
LST was performed on the CoCrMo disks employing the process settings and
disturbances provided in Table 4.1. First, the effects of initial surface roughness on
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resulting surface topography were analyzed. In particular, LST produced different
results on the as-received and polished surfaces as depicted in Figure 4.3. The surface
defects on as-received disks (see Figure 4.3c) led to interruptions in the LIPSS patterns
and changes in the ripples’ orientation. Moreover, small areas were left untextured,
too. At the same time, on polished disks (see Figure 4.3d), the LIPSS were highly
regular, parallel and uniform while their orientation was perpendicular to the laser
polarization vector and covered the surface of the disk completely.

Figure 4.3 Representative SEM micrographs of (a) as-received and (b) polished (c) laser
processed as-received (d) laser processed polished CoCrMo surfaces
Note: LST was conducted in-control using optimized parameters and without any process
disturbances
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Second, the effects of the beam incident angle on periodicity of produced LIPSS on
polished CoCrMo disks were investigated experimentally. In particular, the periodicity
of produced LIPSS was assessed by using the Fourier transforms of the SEM images
as shown in Figure 4.4. The periodicity increased with the increase of the BIA and was
roughly 980, 1140, 1400 and 1770 nm, respectively for incidence angles of 0, 10, 20
and 30˚. Furthermore, additional intermediary ripples were formed at 30˚ their
periodicity was 650 nm. No such ripples were observed at processing angles less than
30˚.

The theoretical LIPSS periodicity was calculated, too. It depends on beam incidence
angle and can be expressed as:
𝛬 = 𝜆/√(𝑘0 /𝑘)2 ± 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃

(Equation 1)

where: λ is the laser wavelength; k0 - the surface electromagnetic wave propagation
constant (function of the material dielectric constants); k = 2π/λ; and θ - the laser beam
incidence angle [24]. The p- and p+ variants in Figure 4.4 are a result of the +/- sign in
Equation 1. The theoretical periodicity was calculated based on Equation 1 and then
normalized to the measured periodicity at 0˚ as the values were slightly higher. The
empirical and analytical results are compared in Figure 4.4. The deviation between the
theoretical and experimental values was small then 5% and this could be attributed to
some processing effects together with some measurement uncertainty (SEM accuracy
and image resolution) and the alloy’s real dielectric constants. Overall, there was a
strong agreement between the theoretical and experimental trends as depicted in
Figure 4.4. The amplitude of the ripples (the depth of valleys) stayed unchanged when
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BIA was set at 10 and 20˚, however at a 30˚, the intermediary ripples had an amplitude
of roughly 50 nm.

Figure 4.4 Empirical and analytical LIPSS periodicity at different BIA values on CoCrMo
Note: the dash line represents the theoretical values while the diamonds the empirical
values obtained from the Fourier transforms of the SEM images (n=4).

Last, the effects of the FOD on resulting LIPSS were analyzed. The profiles of the
LIPSS were analyzed via AFM and the data is summarized in Figure 4.5 and Table
4.2. The average LIPSS amplitude decreased from 115 nm when in focus down to 35
nm at a defocusing distance of 0.8mm (see Figure 4.5). The periodicity of the produced
ripples stayed unchanged when FOD was varied.
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Figure 4.5 Profile of polished surfaces with LIPSS at different
FOD

Table 4.2 Summary of the effects of process disturbances on resulting
topography (n=4)
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4.3.2 Effects on surface functionality
4.3.2.1 Surface wettability
The LIPSS treatment decreased the wettability both on as-received and polished
CoCrMo disks. In particular, the LST process increased the CA values from 57.9˚ to
63.6˚ (9.8%) and from 46.0˚ to 54.7˚ (19%) on as-received and polished surfaces,
respectively, when there was no any other processing disturbances present.
The CA values increased further with the increase of the BIA as shown in Figure
4.6. The trend appears to be valid for both As-Received and polished surfaces. The
CA increased from 63.6˚ to 76.1˚ (20%) and from 54.7˚ to 68.5˚ (25%) with the increase
of the angle of incidence to 30˚ on as-received and polished disks, respectively.

Figure 4.6 The beam incident angle effects (deg.) on CoCrMo disks’ wettability
(n=4)
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Finally, the FOD effects on surface wettability were analyzed. The CA values increased
initially with the increase of the beam offset to reach a plateau at 0.4mm offset and
then gradually decreased as shown in Figure 4.7. This tendency was observed both
on as-received and polished disks. In particular, 17% and 6% CA increase were
observed initially on both disks respectively, and then the CA values dropped
significantly on as-received disks, i.e. from 74.2˚ to 55.6˚, and only marginally from
58.1˚ to 55.3˚ on polished samples when FOD reached 0.8mm.

Figure 4.7 The beam defocusing distance (mm) effects on CoCrMo disks’ wettability (n=4)

4.3.2.2 Saos-2 cell proliferation
Overall, LIPSS enhanced the proliferation of the Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells on
CoCrMo alloy disks, regardless of their initial surface condition. The highest
improvement in cell viability observed was 18.2% and 27.7% for the As-Received and
polished surfaces respectively, 4 days after seeding the cells compared with the
untreated surfaces.
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Generally, higher cell viability was observed on rougher As-Received surfaces 4 days
after seeding regardless of the laser treatment.
The Saos-2 cell viability decreased with the increase of the laser incidence angle
(Figure 4.8). This is the case for both As-Received and polished surfaces. The optical
density decreased from 0.155 to 0.111 (27.7%) and from 0.149 to 0.109 (26.8%) for
the As-Received and polished surfaces with the increase of the incidence angle to 30˚,
respectively.
A loss of the added cell proliferation improvement via LST is apparent when the BIA is
increased past 25˚, indeed, higher optical density values were obtained on untreated
surfaces compared to those that were processed with 30˚ BIA.

Figure 4.8 The beam incident angle (deg.) influence on
proliferation of Saos-2 cells on textured CoCrMo disks 4 days
after seeding (n=4)
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A similar trend in regards to the cell viability was observed initially with the FOD
increase and the lowest values were obtained at FOD of 0.4mm. Then, there was a
gradual increase with any further focus offset as shown in Figure 4.9 and this trend
was observed on both As-Received and polished surfaces. In particular, the optical
density decreased initially from 0.155 to 0.126 (18.5%) and 0.149 to 0.123 (17%) when
FOD reached 0.4 mm before it started to increase to 0.141 and 0.137 at 0.8 mm
defocusing distance on As-Received and polished surfaces, respectively. The
experiments were repeated 4 times and the trends were consistent across the
repetitions with some differences in the underlying values.

Figure 4.9 The beam defocusing distance (mm) influence on
proliferation of Saos-2 cells on textured CoCrMo disks 4 days after
seeding (n=4)
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Therefore, looking at the CA and proliferation data, there is an inverse correlation
between CA and the proliferation of Saos-2 cells on the laser-treated CoCrMo alloy
disks, regardless of their initial surface quality. The same trend was observed when
cell viability measurements were taken 2 days after seeding (data not shown), however
the biological improvement was more pronounced after 4 days. The Pearson
correlation results for the laser processed samples are shown in Table 4.3. It is worth
noting that the effects of BIA on the functional response of the surface are more
pronounced than those of FOD; the statistical significance of the results is greater when
the BIA is changed and less so when the FOD is changed.

Table 4.3 Pearson Correlation
Results

Laser
Processing
Condition
As-Received/Incident
Angle
As-Received/Off-Focus
Polished/Incident Angle
Polished/Off-Focus

Pearson
Coefficient
-0.974
-0.411
-0.973
-0.896

Correlation P-Value
0.026
0.492
0.027
0.04

4.4 Discussion

The conducted empirical study has shown clearly that changes in the LST conditions,
i.e. the presence of disturbances common in laser processing of 3D surfaces, alter the
functionality of laser-processed surfaces.

Therefore, the effects of such process

disturbances, i.e. initial surface roughness, FOD and BIA, should be considered
carefully when LST ‘recipes’ developed and tested on planar substrates are applied on
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freeform surfaces, e.g. when processing implants. The ranges within which the desired
surface functional response is still within some pre-defined limits in the presence of
these process disturbances should be determined. In this way, it will be possible to
define/design LST strategies that allow the surface functionality to be maintained within
acceptable limits dictated by any specific application.
When the process is in control (no presence of LST disturbances), LST leads to a
decrease of the CoCrMo disks’ wettability. This indicates that despite the samples
remaining relatively hydrophilic (CA<90˚), they exhibited a Cassie-Baxter (CB) state of
wetting, i.e. where air entrapped in the surface roughness contributed to the wettability
decrease. According to Giacomello et al., the CB state at the nanoscale can be stable
in the case of moderate hydrophilic surfaces [25]. The experimental results in this
research are in line with Giacomello’s analysis, as the introduction of sub-micron
surface topography did not increase the wettability of the initially hydrophilic surface.
Furthermore the introduction of LIPSS was shown to increase the CA on AISI 316L
and Ti–6Al–V surfaces further reaffirming the CB theory [26].
The laser processing treatment improved the biological response of the CoCrMo alloy
disks, regardless of their initial surface quality, as was expected based on literature
and previous work [19-21].
The effects of each of the three LST disturbances, i.e. the initial surface quality, BIA
and FOD on the static water contact angle and Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells proliferation
are discussed separately in the follow up sub-sections.

4.4.1 Effects of initial surface quality on functional response
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The irregularity of the rough surface influenced the formation, morphology and
orientation of the LIPSS on the as-received CoCrMo alloy disks. In particular, defects
such as small holes, grains and scratches disrupted the regular orientation of ripples
that are normally perpendicular to the polarization vector. Such defects may result in
surface strain which overpowers the laser electric field governing the formation
direction of the LST generated sub-micron structures. Similar findings were observed
on calcium fluoride and poly-carbonate films [27, 28]. Moreover, morphological
differences related to process disturbances such as off-focus processing and BIA
variations were observed also on in-control processed as-received samples due to
topography variations that led to the different orientations of normal vectors at each
processed spot on the surface.
The rougher CoCrMo surfaces exhibited higher CA that was in line with the CB state
analysis as they contained more air pockets compared to the polished disks.
The higher Saos-2 cells viability observed on the as-received disks was in agreement
in previous studies; rougher surfaces offered better initial mechanical anchorage [21].

4.4.2 Effects of beam incident angle on functional response
When BIA deviations were introduced, the CA values increased with the BIA increase.
This was attributed to the resulting increase of LIPSS periodicity as no other significant
morphological differences were observed between samples processed with and
without any BIA changes. Such a dependence was not reported by other researchers
when investigated the BIA effects on polymer substrates, in particular after LIPSS
processing of polystyrene or polyethyleneterephthalate samples
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[20, 29]. The

wettability decrease of LST surfaces can be explained with the CB state. In particular,
the higher periodicity led to relatively wider air pockets between the ripples and thus to
the bigger air entrapment that led to a higher CA.
At the same time, a decrease in Saos-2 cell proliferation was observed on samples
processed with higher BIA. This could be attributed again to the bigger ripples’
periodicity. Knowing that cells anchor to the top of the sub-micron features [21, 30, 31],
the longer periodicity implies that the seeded cells have to span larger distances in
order to find anchoring points, thus this leads to less focal adhesion overall [31]. Other
researchers observed the same interdependence between the cell proliferation and
periodicity [20].

4.4.3 Effects of focal offset distance on functional response
When off-focus processing is performed or FOD is introduced in general, the effective
spot size increases and hence laser fluence is reduced. Thus, any FOD variations shift
the processing conditions away from the optimum fluence levels for LIPSS treatments
of CoCrMo substrates and as a result the LIPSS depth gradually decreases until
eventually no ripples are generated anymore. The diameter of a Gaussian beam at a
distance z from the beam waist is given by [32]:
𝑧

𝐷(𝑧) = 𝐷0 √1 + ( )2
𝑧𝑅

(Equation 2)

Where: D0 is the beam diameter at the waist and zR is the Rayleigh length. Thus for
FOD of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8mm, the respective beam diameters are 40.53, 42.09,
44.58 and 47.83 µm while the corresponding laser pulse fluence values are: 195.3,
181.1, 161.4 and 140.3mJ/cm2. Thus, the relationship between the laser fluence and
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the depth of the sub-micron ripples appears to be linear on the polished CoCrMo disks
within the investigated parameters’ range (Table 4.2).
As a result of the FOD increase in this research, the corresponding fluence and LIPSS
depth decreased and this had a detrimental effect on functional response of textured
surfaces. In particular, the wettability of the CoCrMo surfaces decreased with the FOD
increase. The FOD variations led to a CA increase initially (see Figure 4.7) when
compared with the samples processed in-focus. Similar results were reported by
Kietzig et al. when processing pure Cobalt, i.e. the highest CA value was achieved at
a fluence level lower than the highest one tested [33]. In addition, an off focus
processing of copper and nickel surfaces to produce LIPSS was reported, too, and
again this led to higher CA values and a trend similar to that depicted in Figure 4.6 was
discussed [34]. This suggests the existence of a specific sub-micron ripple depth,
around 89 nm in this case, where the apparent CA is highest. The CA values eventually
decreased with the gradual loss of pattern due to the lower laser pulse fluence levels.
The processing with a varying FOD had a detrimental effect on proliferation of Saos-2
cells, too. Especially, the proliferation decreased and reached the lowest values at
FOD of 0.4mm and then slightly increased while remaining under the levels achieved
without the focal offset. The FOD effects of the laser focal plane position were less
pronounced than those of BIA on the proliferation of Saos-2 cells. Lamers et al.
postulated the existence of a threshold LIPSS depth under which rat bone marrow cells
were unable to respond to surface patterns on polystyrene [31]. This seems to be the
case with samples processed with varying FOD; the gradual LIPSS depth decrease
and ultimately the LST loss led to a gradual loss of the added surface functionalities,
i.e. both surface wetting and Saos-2 proliferation.
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4.4.4 Interdependences between wettability and Saos-2 cells proliferation
Looking at the impact of the two LST disturbances investigated in this research, i.e.
the BIA and FOD deviations, on the wettability and Saos-2 cell proliferation data, it is
clear that there is a correlation between them. In particular, a decrease of surface
wettability, i.e. a CA increase, leads to a decrease of the Saos-2 cell proliferation. This
is also confirmed by the Pearson correlation results reported in Table 4.3 where the
average Pearson coefficient was close to -1. The correlation results did not show a
strong agreement in the case of the As-received/Off-focus LST condition and this could
be due to the high variations in height observed on the As-received samples, therefore
the position of the focal plane relative to the surface is not always constant. To better
visualize these trends, the surface functional responses were plotted against the
different process disturbances in Figure 4.10. Therefore, any wettability changes can
be used to explain and also to indicate for potential changes in the Saos-2 cell
proliferation due to the effects on cells number/proliferation/metabolic activity on LST
surfaces only and cannot be compared with non-structured surfaces (Figures 4.6 to
4.10). The mechanisms governing cell attachment and growth are different for
structured surfaces. It is worth noting that any LST treatments with ultrashort lasers,
e.g. a femtosecond laser source in this research, are carried out with a very low fluence
(200 mJ/cm2). In addition, the laser-material interaction time is extremely small (310fs
pulse duration) and therefore the temperature gradient can be considered negligible in
the processed area. Thus, the surface chemistry is usually not affected and can be
considered unchanged after laser processing [19]. Therefore, any changes in
wettability and cell proliferation can only be attributed to changes in the regular submicron topography. For example, the surface wettability could be used to explain the
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dip in Saos-2 cell proliferation at a beam defocusing distance of 0.4mm and the
subsequent increase at 0.8mm. However, it should be stressed that the correlation
between surface wettability and cell proliferation stands only when the LST surfaces
are chemically and topographically comparable. A separate chemical analysis is not
presented as it is not in the scope of this research, however it can be assumed that no
chemical differences exist between the LIPSS treated surfaces [19]. This correlation
could be used to judge the biological performance of LIPSS covered surfaces and
determine the limits when transferring the added functionalities onto freeform implant
surfaces and thus develop an adequate laser patching strategy.

Figure 4.10 Interdependences between wettability and Saos-2 cells
proliferation on laser treated CoCrMo disks
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4.5 Conclusion
The effects of LST disturbances on functional response of LIPSS treated CoCrMo
disks with a NIR fs laser were investigated in this research. In particular, the FOD and
BIA were varied to simulate the processing of a 3D part. The effects of these process
disturbances on wettability and Saos-2 cell proliferation were analyzed. The following
conclusions can be made based on the obtained results:
1. In general, the LIPSS treatments enhanced the Saos-2 cells proliferation on
the CoCrMo disks while their wettability decreased.
2. Irrespective of initial surface roughness there were substantial improvements
in Saos-2 cells proliferation.
3. The biological response of laser-processed biomaterials is more sensitive to
BIA changes compared with the effects of FOD variations, i.e. Saos-2 cells
were more affected by changes in the periodicity of the sub-micron ripples
rather than their depth
4. The biological performance of biomaterials can be correlated to their wettability
when the surfaces are chemically and topographically comparable.
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Abstract
A novel method for laser processing freeform surfaces is proposed and demonstrated
in this article. The method employs empirical data on the 3D limitations of a given laser
process, namely the negative effects of focal offset and angle of incidence on the
process performance, to partition a freeform surface into triangular laser processing
fields. In this way, processing efficiency can be maximized by minimizing part
repositioning while fully utilizing the capabilities of high dynamics galvo scanners. In
this proof of concept, the surface of 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V spherical shells was improved
by more than 90% (Sa) and subsequently textured, using the proposed method.
Conclusions were made about the advantages of this new approach for processing
freeform surfaces consistently and efficiently.

Figure 5.1 Chapter 5 graphical abstract
Keywords: 3D laser processing; freeform surface; surface partitioning; laser polishing;
laser texturing; additive manufacturing
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5.1. Introduction
Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) is a widely used additive manufacturing (AM)
technology, commonly referred to as 3D printing, for producing near net shape
engineering components. In the last decade LPBF has become a viable technology for
a range of biomedical applications, more specifically in orthopedics, where it allows
patient-specific and intricate designs with different mechanical and biological
properties to be manufactured [1, 2]. One of the major shortcomings of LPBF
technology is the surface integrity of the produced components, namely the resulting
residual stresses and surface roughness, that have to be improved through post
processing operations [3].
Titanium alloys are commonly used to produce biomedical implants and their
mechanical polishing is undesirable due to their low thermal conductivity, high
chemical reactiveness, high hardness and shear strength that lead to high tool wear
and low processing rates [4-6]. Furthermore, custom tools and fixtures would be
required to polish uniformly all functional surfaces of complex components. A
promising alternative for finishing 3D printed components is laser polishing (LP)
technology. In particular, the technology is a non-contact method, capable of
processing freeform surfaces while retaining the geometrical accuracy obtained with
the AM process. Furthermore, it is more environmentally friendly technology than
commonly used chemical polishing processes.
Laser surface texturing (LST) as a technology for functionalizing surfaces was
extensively investigated by researchers [7]. In the context of orthopedic applications,
LST was shown to improve the performance of implants, namely by enhancing their
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biocompatibility and also by strengthening their mechanical bond with bones [8, 9].
Laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) in particular offer some appealing
opportunities for enhancing the performance of biomaterials. They are a regular ripple
pattern that can be generated on almost any material when the laser intensity is at or
near the damage threshold of the target material. Their periodicity is usually just under
the wavelength of the laser source. LIPSS generation is generally attributed to some
sort of interference between the incident laser beam and the surface-scattered
electromagnetic waves [10, 11]. Their sub-micron length scale offers advantageous
interactions with bone cells [12, 13].
Most laser surface processing research was conducted on planar substrates, however,
processing disturbances are present when processing complex shapes, such as the
acetabular shells found in total hip replacements [14]. This spherical component can
be produced to near net shape by LPBF. The shells feature an outer surface that can
benefit from some advantageous functional enhancements, such as anti-bacterial or
osteoconductive properties, potentially offered by LIPSS, while their inner surface must
be polished in order to minimize the wear of polyethylene liners. Thus, it would be
beneficial, from a productivity standpoint, for both surfaces to be processed in one
setup, particularly by employing LP on the inner surface and LP followed up by LST on
the outer surface of the spherical shells.

In this way, coatings and mechanical

machining operations could potentially be avoided, they are currently required for their
manufacture.
Both LP and LST were investigated extensively and proven on planar surfaces [5, 9,
15-17]. However, when laser processing 3D or freeform surfaces, they first have to be
partitioned into fields while taking into account factors that affect the process uniformity
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and efficiency. In particular, variations in the beam incidence angle (BIA) and focal
offset distance (FOD) when processing 3D surfaces directly affect the process
performance. Therefore, these two factors should be taken into account when deciding
how to partition such surfaces for laser processing [14].
The most common approach to laser process complex geometries is to apply the socalled layered method. For instance, Yung et al. used a pulsed fiber laser to polish
additively manufactured spherical CoCr alloy components by splitting them into layers,
i.e. splitting the sphere in segments along its axis, and thus reducing surface
roughness by up to 93% [18]. Other approaches for laser processing 3D parts include:
the use of surface tessellation/triangulation algorithms for partitioning surfaces into
planar fields and then using different scan-head positions for processing each of them
[19]; layering the scanning fields of the focusing lens onto the freeform surfaces [20];
projecting 2D images onto 3D surfaces [21]; and also some combination of the
aforementioned approaches [22]. Although, there were significant efforts dedicated to
finding a generic solution to this complex problem, all available approaches still require
some compromises to be made, for instance, not factoring the effects of both BIA and
FOD when partitioning 3D surfaces, using a large number of scanning fields or a large
number of different fields’ geometries. Therefore, further efforts are required to address
these open issues, especially to consider simultaneously the effects of both BIA and
FOD and minimize part repositioning by setting 3D laser processing tolerances to
obtain the overall desired process performance and productivity, using the smallest
number of processing fields possible.
In this paper a method for laser processing complex 3D components is proposed that
allows a higher processing efficiency to be achieved by maximizing the use of high
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dynamics galvo scanners and minimizing the number of processing fields all the while
ensuring process performance. A pilot application of the proposed method is reported
that demonstrates how different laser processing operations can be performed on 3D
components, specifically, laser polishing and texturing was carried out on the surfaces
of additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V spherical shells.

5.2. Methodology for partitioning freeform surfaces
Contrary to conventional machining, such as milling, the laser beam does not need to
be ‘in-contact’ with the workpiece. As such, laser processing setups and operations
can tolerate some deviations in BIA from normal and also of some FOD before the
process performance deteriorates. These intrinsic characteristics can be used
advantageously through off-focus processing with varying BIA, and thus fully utilizing
the high dynamics of beam deflectors while avoiding the need for constant refocusing.
In addition, the use of relatively slow mechanical stages for part repositioning can be
minimized by using as big as possible processing fields, and thus to increase the
processing efficiency even further. However, the position of the scan-head relative to
the working surface has an impact on process performance. Therefore, the effects of
processing disturbances, i.e. deviations of the BIA from normal and off-focus
processing, should be taken into account when processing strategies are designed,
especially when partitioning 3D surfaces into laser processing fields [14]. A novel
partitioning method is proposed in this research that employs an efficient strategy for
tessellating 3D surfaces. The method is driven by predetermined 3D laser processing
tolerances, i.e. max BIA and max FOD, to keep the process in control. In particular,
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the geometrical parameters that are commonly used to control the tessellation in most
CAD packages are set based on these 3D laser processing tolerances, in the proposed
method.
5.2.1 Laser processing tolerances
The method requires the laser processing tolerances, i.e. the processing constraints
associated with BIA and FOD, to be determined by conducting preliminary laser
processing trials. Therefore, first, a laser processing operation, e.g. polishing, texturing
or engraving, should be optimized on a planar substrate in ‘ideal’ conditions, i.e. infocus (FOD = 0) and BIA normal to the surface, these processing parameters are then
used as reference. Secondly, the effects of BIA and FOD on process performance
should be investigated independently and quantified. Finally, cut-off values for BIA and
FOD should be defined beyond which the process performance is no longer deemed
satisfactory: they are referred to as processing tolerances in this research. The set of
optimized processing parameters and processing tolerances, i.e. max BIA and max
FOD, are specific for a given laser processing operation and substrate material. An
example, how they can be obtained for a given laser processing setup, operation and
material is provided in Section 5.3.
5.2.2 Surface tessellation
The surface tessellation process in the proposed method employs common algorithms
available in most CAD packages and their respective set of geometrical parameters,
i.e. the max edge length of a triangular field, the max chord height, and the tessellation
angular tolerance. They are used to drive the partitioning process and, in the proposed
method, are determined based on the 3D laser processing tolerances, i.e. the identified
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BIA and FOD constraints for a given laser processing setup, operation and material.
They define the 3D laser processing strategy, especially by partitioning 3D surfaces
into triangular fields that are then used to determine scan-head positions and fields for
subsequent processing.

In particular, the following three constraints should be

considered when executing the surface tessellation process.
i.

The field of view (FoV) of the used focusing lens introduces a constraint with
regards to the size of the triangular fields. In particular, the longest side of any
triangular field (max edge length) is determined by the focusing lens’s FoV as
follows:

max edge length ≤ √2 s

(1)

where: s is the length of the FoV side as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Triangle max edge length
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Also, it should be noted that to make the best use of the available FoV for any given
laser processing setup, the tessellation process should aim to generate triangular fields
that are as close as possible to right-angle isosceles triangles, with a max edge length
equal to the FoV diagonal as shown in Figure 5.2. Finally, the scan-head’s (0,0)
position should coincide with the triangle’s circumcenter to meet the following
processing tolerances.

ii.

The processing tolerance defined by the FOD limit introduces a constraint on
the maximum chord height in the tessellation process [23]. Especially, to keep
the process in control the maximum chord height should not exceed twice the
FOD limit, in particular:

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≤ 2 𝐹𝑂𝐷 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(2)

In this way, the focal plane can be positioned halfway between the triangular field and
the plane parallel to it that is also tangential to the 3D surface as shown in Figure 5.3.
Thus, the depth of focus associated with any given laser processing setup will be fully
utilized.
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Figure 5.3 Tessellation max chord height

iii.

The tessellation angular tolerance defined as the angle between the normal
vectors of two adjacent triangles [24] should be constrained by the BIA limit.
Particularly, the angle between surface tangents and the triangular fields, θ,
does not exceed a given angular tolerance, α, when using STL tessellation
algorithms [23]. Therefore, α can be used to control the BIA on the 3D part. If
a telecentric focusing lens is used, α would be constrained by the BIA limit at
the vertices of the triangular fields as shown in Figure 5.4a. However, when
using the full FoV of F-Theta lenses, the lens’s max deflection angle, β, should
be also considered (Figure 5.4b) when defining a constraint for α. Especially,
the relationships between θ, α and BIA limit in the case of telecentric lenses can
be expressed as follows:
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𝜃 ≤ 𝐵𝐼𝐴 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 and thus 𝛼 ≤ 𝐵𝐼𝐴 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(3)

While in the case of F-Theta focusing lenses, the relationship will be:
𝜃 ≤ 𝐵𝐼𝐴 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − β = 𝐵𝐼𝐴 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − tan−1(

√2/2.𝑠
)
𝑓

and thus 𝛼 ≤ 𝐵𝐼𝐴 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 − β

(4)

where: s is the lens FoV size and f its focal length.

Figure 5.4 A schematic representation of BIA relative to the normal vectors and
triangular fields in the case of (a) telecentric lenses and (b) F-Theta lenses.
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5.2.3 Fields’ distortion
Prior to laser processing the generated triangular fields onto the freeform surface, they
must be, along with any feature they enclose, adjusted for any projection distortion.
Essentially, the borders and any pattern or geometry inside the triangular fields must
be projected onto the freeform surface (the triangles’ vertices lie on the surface and
therefore they would remain unchanged). This is necessary to make sure that the
different fields stitch as required on the 3D surface and that patterns or structures are
undistorted on the final part. The adjusted fields’ borders or stitching areas would
remain within the laser processing tolerances, because:
1) They lie between the between the triangular field and the plane parallel to it that
is also tangential to the freeform surface. The fields’ borders would essentially
stay within the process’s depth of focus.
2) The angle between the normal to the surface and the laser beam is smaller at
the triangular fields’ borders than at their vertices where it is highest.
The adjusted fields are effectively the inverse of the projections of the undistorted
triangles onto the freeform surface as shown in Figure 5.5. As an example, the barrel
and pincushion distorted triangular fields on the concave and convex surfaces are
essentially the projections of an undistorted triangle from the projection plane (see
Figure 5.5a), whereas the pincushion and barrel distorted triangles in the projection
plane would be converted into undistorted triangular fields on the freeform surface (see
Figure 5.5b).
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Figure 5.5 Schematic representations of projection distortions
5.2.4 Fields’ overlapping
Finally, the projection-adjusted triangular fields may need to overlap when executing
some laser processing operations, e.g. laser polishing, as it would be discussed in
Section 5.4.2. If a given laser processing operations does not require any overlapping,
regardless a small one should be introduced to compensate for any workpiece
repositioning errors, e.g. because of some repeatability errors associated with the
mechanical stages and/or beam deflectors. It is worth noting that the overlaps are
introduced geometrically by proportionally extending the boundaries of the adjusted
triangular fields along vectors originating at their centroids to maintain the overall field
geometry as depicted in Figure 5.6. It should also be noted that the overlapping region
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does not necessarily satisfy the laser processing tolerances associated with FOD and
BIA, as they are just extensions beyond the original bounds of the triangular fields.
Therefore, a certain ‘safety factor’ should be used when setting the 3D processing
tolerances to account for potential overlapping requirements, e.g. dictated by a specific
laser processing operation or setup.

Figure 5.6 An example of boundaries’ extension of a distortion-adjusted triangular
field

5.3 Pilot implementation
A pilot implementation of the proposed methodology is presented in this section.
Especially, as it was already mentioned in the introduction, it would be advantageous
to perform multiple laser processing operations on acetabular shells found in total hip
replacements. Therefore, a spherical component that resembles the functional
surfaces of such shells was selected to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed
method. In particular, spherical shells produced to near net shape by LPBF were laser
polished and textured by applying the proposed method, i.e. to partition their spherical
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surfaces for follow up laser processing. The conducted experimental study
demonstrating the proposed surface partitioning/tessellation method is presented in
this section.
5.3.1 Spherical shells produced by laser powder bed fusion
The spherical shells were built using a LPBF system, i.e. the RenAM 500M machine
from Renishaw. The build parameters used to produce the shells were as follows: 200
W average laser power, 90 µm point distance (distance between 2 laser irradiation
positions), 60 µs exposure time, 90 µm hatch spacing and 30 µm layer thickness. The
material used to build the shells was grade 23 Ti-6Al-4V, low interstitial.
The spherical shells were 30 mm in diameter with a thickness of 1 mm. An initial
optimization of LP and LST processes, required for the implementation of the proposed
methodology (see Section 5.2.1), was conducted on planar substrates. They were
produced with the shells in the same build. The build direction for the planar samples
was normal to the substrates and their surface roughness, i.e. initial arithmetical mean
height (Sa) and root mean square height (Sq), were approximately 5.0 µm and 7.0 µm,
respectively.
5.3.2 Laser polishing
The LP operation was optimized by conducting experimental trials using a MOPAbased Yb-doped fiber nanosecond laser source (SPI G4 50W HS-S) with the following
technical characteristics: 50W average power, 0.71mJ maximum pulse energy, pulse
duration from 15 to 220 ns, 1MHz maximum repetition rate, 1064 nm center wavelength
and beam quality M2 better than 1.3. The beam was focused using a telecentric lens
with a 100mm focal length down to a spot size at the focal plane of approximately 40
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µm. Furthermore, the LP trials were carried out in a controlled Argon environment,
flowing at 12L/min to maintain a positive pressure inside the chamber, in order to
prevent surface oxidation and cracking [5, 25].
The LP parameters optimized by Ma et al. [5] on planar 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V substrates
are provided in Table 5.1. They were used as a reference to study the effects of 3D
laser processing disturbances on the LP performance. In particular, samples were
processed in an inert gas-controlled environment using the LP settings in Table 5.1.
The scan paths used were bidirectional with perpendicular and parallel tracks having
the same stepover distance. The BIA and FOD values were varied independently and
thus to investigate their effects on the surface roughness of LPBF Ti-6Al-4V substrates.
Table 5.1. Laser polishing parameters
Pulse

Pulse

Pulse Repetition Scanning

Stepover

Energy (µJ)

Duration (ns)

Rate (Hz)

Speed (mm/s)

Distance (µm)

80

220

500,000

200

16

5.3.3 Laser surface texturing
Laser sub-micron texturing was conducted using a femtosecond (fs) fiber laser
(Satsuma from Amplitude Systemes) with the following technical characteristics: 5W
average power, 10μJ maximum pulse energy, 310 fs pulse duration, 500 KHz
maximum repetition rate, 1030 nm center wavelength and beam quality M2 better than
1.2. The beam was focused using the same telecentric lens down to a spot size at the
focal plane of 40 μm. The two laser sources used for the LP and LST operations were
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integrated into a Lasea LS5 system and the laser processing setup is illustrated in
Figure 5.7.
LIPSS were used to texture the surfaces of laser polished Ti-6Al-4V substrates
produced by LPBF. The parameters’ domain for producing LIPSS is relatively big and
therefore the LST parameter settings used in this research were selected based on a
previously reported optimization study [14]. They are provided in Table 5.2. Again, as
it was the case with the LP operation, planar Ti-6Al-4V substrates produced by LPBF
and then laser polished with the reference parameters in Table 5.1 were textured using
the optimized LST parameters. These experimental trials were used to investigate the
effects of FOD and BIA on the resulting sub-micron texture.
Table 5.2. Laser surface texturing parameters
Pulse

Pulse

Pulse Repetition Scanning

Stepover

Energy (µJ)

Duration (fs)

Rate (Hz)

Speed (mm/s)

Distance (µm)

2.8

310

250,000

1500

6
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Figure 5.7 The used multi-axes laser processing setup

5.3.4 Partitioning of spherical surfaces for laser polishing and texturing
A triangulation algorithm based on the geometrical arrangements of geodesic
polyhedra was used to tessellate the spherical surfaces, namely tetrahedra, octahedra
and icosahedra arrangements were considered [26]. This algorithm is very efficient
when applied on spheres as it generates the smallest number of triangular fields, for a
given set of constraints, and the tessellation processes is very uniform. In particular, a
very small number of different triangles are generated when tessellating a sphere, only
2 in this research as 2 subdivisions (3 frequencies) were examined for each of the 3
geometrical arrangements.
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A MATLAB program was created for tessellating spherical surfaces that uses as inputs
laser processing tolerances and the sphere diameter. The program tessellates spheres
with the biggest possible triangles, hence generates as small as possible number of
fields, with respect to a set of processing tolerances, i.e. max edge length, max chord
height and the set angular tolerance. Furthermore, the program applies the necessary
corrections to account for any projection distortion and can add an optional overlapping
between the fields to compensate for any workpiece repositioning errors as discussed
in sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. It can serve as one-step solution for partitioning and fully
pre-processing the CAD data necessary for laser processing spherical surfaces, and
therefore avoiding the use of expensive CAD/CAM packages. The algorithm
implemented into the MATLAB program is outlined in Figure 5.8.
The advantages of this partitioning method are highlighted in Figure 5.9. In particular,
if a sphere with a 30 mm diameter is to be tessellated by using max chord height of
1.14 mm as a geometrical constraint, a common STL tessellation generated in
PowerShape yielded 120 triangles with varying geometries while only 72 triangles of 2
different isosceles types would be generated using octahedron partitioning. Therefore,
geodesic polyhedra arrangements are more effective in pre-processing spherical
surfaces for laser processing.
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Figure 5.8 An overview of the tessellation method: a) the flowchart of the algorithm
implemented in the MATLAB program b) an example of an output field with the
projection distortions c) the examined types of geodesic polyhedra
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Figure 5.9 Comparison between STL and geodesic tessellations

5.3.5 Surface characterization
Topographies and surface roughness of planar and spherical surfaces were assessed
using focus variation (FV) microscopy, specifically with Alicona G5 InfiniteFocus
system. The surface roughness parameters were measured over a 812.173x812.173
µm area using the 20x objective with polarization and a vertical resolution of 50 nm
(0.075 µm smallest measurable Sa). The exposure used was 38.72 ms and the cut-off
wavelength λc was 162.346 µm. The surface morphology was also assessed via
scanning electron microscopy, specifically the Jeol JCM-6000 with EHT of 15.00kV.
5.4 Results and discussion
The results of the pilot implementation of the proposed methodology are presented
and discussed in this section. In particular, it includes the carried-out experiments to
determine the 3D tolerances of the LP and LST operations. Also, the application of the
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MATLAB program to generate the necessary CAD models for executing these two
operations on the spherical surfaces.
5.4.1. Laser polishing process
The first step in applying the proposed methodology is to identify a set of optimized LP
parameters for processing planar Ti-6Al-4V samples produced by LPBF. Then, they
are used to study the effects of laser processing disturbances, i.e. variations of FOD
and BIA, on the LP performance.
The reference LP parameters provided in Section 5.3.2 were used in the pilot
implementation to investigate the effects of the two processing disturbances. First, a
planar Ti-6Al-4V sample produced by LPBF was LP’d with the optimized offset and
with BIA normal to the substrate surface. The roughness of the sample, i.e. S a and Sq,
was reduced from around 5.0 µm and 7.0 µm down to under 0.2 µm and 0.2 µm,
respectively, resulting in a maximum improvement of 96% as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Laser polishing performance on a planar 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V sample a)
3D topological view of as-printed surface b) 3D topological view of polished surface
(c) SEM micrograph of as-printed surface d) SEM micrograph of polished surface.
The next step was to investigate the effects of FOD and BIA separately on planar Ti6Al-4V surfaces by using as reference the optimum LP results obtained prior.
The FOD value was varied in increments of 0.5 mm above and below the substrate
surface of the planar samples and the FOD effects on the surface roughness were
assessed. The measurement results obtained with FOD above and below the surface
were similar and therefore only those obtained above the focal plane are discussed
further. The LP results were considered acceptable when S a was less than 0.5 µm.
When the FOD was in the range from 2.5 to 3.5mm the polishing performance was
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tolerable, and the lowest roughness value of 0.18 µm was obtained with a FOD of 3
mm as shown in Figure 5.11. At a FOD of 2mm, some signs of laser ablation were
observed on the surface of the Ti-6Al-4V sample, whereas at 4mm FOD, the waviness
of the printed substrates was not reduced. Therefore, FOD of 3 mm with a tolerance
of 0.5 mm was selected to partition and polish the fields of the printed spherical shells.
Assuming a perfect Gaussian distribution of the beam intensity, its diameter at an offset
z from the focal plane can be calculated as follows [27]:
𝑧

𝐷(𝑧) = 𝐷0 √1 + (𝑧 )2
𝑅

(4)

where: D0 is the beam diameter at the focal plane and z R the Rayleigh length. Thus,
the beam spot size increases from around 80 to 140 µm when FOD is raised from 2 to
4mm, resulting in a decrease of power density, a key laser polishing parameter, that
is inversely proportional to the beam spot size by nearly a factor of 2.
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Figure 5.11 Effects of FOD on polishing performance
(n=3, error bars represent the standard deviation)

Next, the BIA was varied in increments of 10˚. A steady increase in surface roughness
was observed with the increase of BIA as depicted in Figure 5.12. The polishing
process was still acceptable at BIA of 40˚, however at 50˚ a sharp deterioration in the
LP performance occurred, surface cracks and increased waviness were observed on
the surface. At higher BIAs the Gaussian energy distribution of the beam is distorted
and the pulse power density is compromised [22]. Furthermore, the material’s
reflectivity increases at high BIAs and thus the laser absorption is reduced [28].
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Therefore, the max BIA when polishing LPBF Ti-6Al-4V should be limited to 40˚ in this
setup.

Figure 5.12 Effects of BIA on polishing performance
(n=3, error bars represent the standard deviation)

5.4.2. Laser polishing fields’ stitching
The stitching areas between LP fields should be analyzed too, as they can affect the
performance of the follow up LST operation and the overall part aesthetic. The surface
defects in these areas can be minimized by counteracting the negative dynamics
effects of the beam deflectors. In this research, the negative dynamic effects were
minimized by employing a built-in software tool in the used laser processing setup [29].
However, the conducted planar LP trials revealed that there were some surface defects
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in spite the use of this tool at the borders between the LP fields and the un-processed
surface. In particular, there were surface cracks and some material build-up near the
fields’ borders followed by a groove before transitioning back to the original,
unprocessed surface, as depicted in Figure 5.13. Those are predominantly due to the
flow of the molten material on the surface [15] , see Figure 5.16.
A representative SEM image of surface defects at the border between two adjacent LP
fields without any overlapping is provided in Figure 5.14a. The formation of peaks and
valleys between the fields was aggravated by stitching them as precisely as possible.
Therefore, the use of some overlapping to minimize these defects was investigated as
a potential solution.

Figure 5.13 An analysis of the transition zone between a laser polished field and unprocessed surface: a) 3D representation of the transition zone b) a representative
surface profile of the transition zone obtained via FV microscopy
The level of overlapping between the LP fields was varied to investigate its impact on
resulting surface morphology. LP trials of fields with varying overlapping areas were
conducted while the same LP strategy, processing parameters (as given in Section
5.3.2) and waiting time between any two adjacent fields were used. The level of
overlapping was selected to cover the material build-up at the border regions between
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adjacent LP fields when no overlap is applied, the width of these regions was measured
to be less than 200 µm. The overlapping distance was controlled using Aerotech’s
PRO165LM series mechanical stages with a stated accuracy of ±1 µm.
The increase of the overlapping distance from 0 to 160 µm reduced surface cracks and
the depth of the resulting ‘valleys’ between the LP fields and thus a smoother transition
between them was achieved. In particular, the depth of the ‘valleys’ on the LP surfaces
was measured using the FV microscope and it decreased steadily from approximately
35 µm to just under 7 µm when the overlap distance was increased from 0 to 160 µm
as shown in Figure 5.14. Therefore, when surfaces are partitioned for LP, a controlled
overlapping between the fields should be introduced to minimize any side effects, and
thus achieving the smoothest possible transition between them. In this way, the
uniformity of LP surfaces can be improved substantially and parts’ aesthetics can be
enhanced.

Figure 5.14 SEM micrographs and representative profiles of laser polished fields’
borders when the overlapping distance was increased from 0 to 160 µm
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Increasing the overlap distance further up to 200 µm, showed no sign of improvement
to the joining process; the border area seemed more or less identical and therefore a
160 µm overlap was used in the LP operation.
5.4.3. Laser surface texturing of laser polished surfaces
The next step in applying the proposed methodology is to identify a set of optimized
LST parameters for processing laser polished planar Ti-6Al-4V samples produced by
LPBF. Again, as it was the case with the LP operation, they are used to study the
effects of laser processing disturbances, i.e. variations of FOD and BIA, on the LST
performance.
The reference LST parameters provided in Section 5.3.3 were used in this pilot
implementation to investigate the effects of processing disturbances. In particular, the
printed Ti-6Al-4V planar substrates polished using the laser parameter settings in
Table 5.1, were successfully textured using the LST parameters provided in Table 5.2
when no processing disturbances are present. The substrates were fully covered with
LIPSS and the preceding LP operation did not seem to affect in the LIPSS formation
in any way. As expected, the resulting sub-micron ripples were perpendicular to the
laser polarization vector and their periodicity was 860 ± 10 nm. The ripples formed over
the visible LP track lines with no apparent alterations to their morphology as can be
seen in Figure 5.15a.
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Figure 5.15 (a) Laser surface texturing on laser polished surface (b) Laser surface
texturing on as-printed surface
The LP operation prior to LST was essential for the formation of regular and
homogenous LIPSS. Any surface defects, such as sharp height variations, scratches
and un-melted powder particles, as depicted in Figure 5.15b, can disturb the LIPSS
formation and their morphology, and can thus affect their functional performance [14,
30].
The next step was to investigate the effects of the FOD and BIA separately on planar
LP Ti-6Al-4V surfaces by using as a reference LST results obtained without any
processing disturbances.
With the increase of FOD, the laser spot size would increase too, and thus the pulse
fluence would effectively be reduced. The formation of LIPSS on surfaces requires a
certain threshold fluence under which no texturing would occur. Therefore, the max
acceptable FOD was determined experimentally by increasing FOD until this threshold
fluence was reached on the laser polished Ti-6Al-4V substrates. In particular, the FOD
was deemed acceptable if the substrate surface was entirely covered in LIPSS. Based
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on the conducted LST trials on laser polished Ti-6Al-4V samples, the FOD limit was
found to be 0.8 mm.
Regarding the BIA, its increase leads to an increase in the ripples’ periodicity, as was
already reported by other researchers [31]. For the considered texture in our
experimental study, LIPSS periodicity variations were acceptable and therefore, the
BIA was deemed not important. Consequently, the FOD was considered as the only
limiting factor and thus used as the sole 3D processing tolerance for the LST operation
on 3D surfaces.
Finally, the level of overlapping of LST fields was also investigated similarly to the LP
process.

However, it became immediately evident that varying the overlapping

between the LST fields did not influence LIPSS formation as no discernible differences
could be seen in SEM micrographs when the overlapping levels were varied.
Therefore, it was concluded that overlapping between LIPSS fields was not necessary.
Furthermore, the morphology of LIPSS was examined at the border area between two
LP fields with a 160 µm overlap. Again, there were no alterations to their periodicity,
orientation or regularity as depicted in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 LIPSS over a representative border between two laser polished fields
with a 160 µm overlap
5.4.4. Laser polishing and surface texturing of Ti-6Al-4V spherical shells
Prior to processing the spherical shells, the positional accuracy and repeatability of the
manual C rotary axis to be used in the experiments, were determined by conducting
some trials. In particular, equidistant crosses on the mirror finish surface of ball
bearings were produced using the fs laser while repositioning them with the manual C
rotary axis. The obtained actual distances between the crosses were compared with
the nominal one to judge about the positioning accuracy. In addition, a second set of
crosses was produced, and the displacements between the first and second set were
used to assess the process repeatability. The standard deviations of those
measurements were used to quantify the processing uncertainties associated with the
used experimental setup. In particular, the trials were repeated 6 times and the
distances between crosses were measured using the 20x objective of the FV
microscope. The standard deviation of these measurements was 33 µm, both for
positional accuracy and repeatability, and therefore this was considered to be the
uncertainty associated with the used laser processing setup.
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The MATLAB program described in Section 5.3.4 was used to partition and fully preprocess the CAD model of the spherical shell by using as inputs the shell diameter and
the laser processing tolerances associated with LP and LST operations (see Sections
5.4.1 and 5.4.3). In particular, the spherical surface was partitioned into 80 triangular
fields with an Icosahedral arrangement by inputting the LP processing tolerances of
0.5 mm and 40˚ for FOD and BIA respectively. By increasing the FOD tolerance to
0.57 mm it was possible to reduce the number of triangular fields down to 72. This was
achieved at the expense of a 35 µm increase in FOD on either side of the focal plane
only, which was considered an acceptable compromise to the LP process considering
the significant reduction in processing time. The resulting partitioning of the spherical
shell for the LP operation was comprised of only two sizes of triangular fields that
formed the second sub-division (third frequency) of the octahedron with the geodesic
notation {3,4+}0,3.
As for the LST operation, the input for the MATLAB program was a processing
tolerance of 0.8 mm for FOD and no constraints with regard to BIA, it generated the
same triangular arrangement as for the LP process. Thus, both operations utilized the
same geodesic arrangement while satisfying their respective processing tolerances.
Furthermore, the program applied the necessary corrections for projection distortion
and added the necessary overlapping between the fields for the LP operation. In
particular, considering the minimum overlapping distance of 160 µm required for the
LP operation (see Section 5.4.2) it was necessary to adjust the triangular fields,
accordingly, using the MATLAB program as described in Section 5.2.4. The smallest
distance from the centroid to the border of the triangular patch in the generated CAD
model was identified to be 1.6805 mm, and therefore the respective overlapping
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percentage to ensure a minimum overlap distance of 160 µm was calculated as
follows:
0.5 × 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
min 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑

× 100 =

0.5×0.16
1.6805

× 100 = 4.76%

(6)

Thus, taking into account the relatively small compensation required for the processing
uncertainty associated with the used machine setup, in addition to the necessary
overlapping of 4.76%, the adjustment applied to the fields was increased to 5% for
both operations for simplicity, since overlapping did not have an effect on the LST
process.
The LPBF Ti-6Al-4V spherical shells were then polished and subsequently textured
using the laser processing setup shown in Figure 5.7, while the CAD data for the LP
and LST operations was generated by applying the geodesic triangulation algorithm
with the identified processing tolerances in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3. To assess the LP
performance, the surface roughness was measured 3 times in 3 different areas within
a triangular field as shown in Figure 5.17b and their borders were examined (Figures
5.17c and d).
The proposed tessellation method in Section 5.2.2 takes into account the FOD and
BIA constraints associated with the LP and LST operations, and therefore should lead
to a process performance within the pre-defined limits. It is expected for the two
processes to be near their limits at the vertices of the triangular fields. The obtained
average Sa values on the spherical surface were 0.38, 0.42 and 0.51 µm in the areas
1, 2 & 3, respectively (Figure 5.17b). As expected, area 3, the closest to one of the
triangle’s vertices exhibited the highest Sa, just marginally higher than acceptable value
of 0.5 µm. Furthermore, the roughness in area 2 was slightly higher compared to that
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obtained in area 1. This could be explained with the FOD effects on the LP
performance, particularly, the FOD was higher in area 2 compared with that in area 1.
Overall, the LP performance on the spherical shells was slightly behind when
compared to the results obtained on planar substrates, but this was expected. The
higher roughness observed on the laser polished 3D surfaces could be attributed to
the presence of a combined effect from both processing disturbances, i.e. FOD and
BIA, while they were investigated separately in section 5.4.1. Another possible
explanation that could have impacted the polishing results on the sphere is the laser
fields’ geometry. Due to the thermal nature of the ns laser polishing process, the size
of the processed area directly correlates with the applied thermal load onto the surface,
an important factor that impacts this polishing process based on surface re-melting
[32]. In fact, smaller laser fields reduce heat dissipation from the processing area
whereas larger ones stretch the temporal distances between consecutive scan lines
and subsequent passes and thus allow for some cooling to occur. In the given pilot
implementation, the triangular fields were comparable in size to the 3x3 mm square
fields used to optimize the LP process prior in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. However, if
this is not the case, then some compensation should be introduced in the LP
parameters to account for the discrepancy in thermal load associated with the size
difference. Regardless, the LP process still performed within the set tolerable limits,
especially, average Sa was below the acceptable chosen threshold value of 0.5 µm.
The borders between the LP fields were then examined by taking surface profiles. The
maximum depth of the resulting ‘valleys’ at the borders was 8 µm and thus slightly
higher compared to on the planar samples where it was less than 7 µm (Figure 5.17d).
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This can again be attributed to the presence of a combined effect and/or the different
patch geometry. Still, the difference is negligible.
Finally, regarding the LST process, the triangular fields were fully covered with LIPSS
and their light diffraction characteristic can be clearly seen in Figure 5.17a.

Figure 5.17 The results obtained on additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V spherical
shells: (a) a laser polished and textured spherical shell (b) three areas where surface
roughness measurements were taken over the laser polished fields (c) 3D topological
view of laser processed area (d) a representative profile scan of a border between
two laser polished fields with the applied overlap
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5.5. Conclusion
The paper demonstrates a significant development in 3D laser processing technology.
Following a set of preliminary experiments, the empirical 3D limitations of a given laser
process are used as input arguments to efficiently tessellate freeform surfaces. The
resulting triangular partitions then serve as laser processing fields. By employing this
method, processing efficiency is maximized by minimizing part repositioning,
maximizing the use of fast galvo scanners, and ensuring process performance within
the laser fields. In the pilot implementation, the new approach was used to successfully
laser polish and texture the surface of 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V spherical shells. The
presented method can be applied to any 3D part, granted the laser operation has some
flexibility in terms of focal offset and beam incidence and the beam line of sight is
uninterrupted. Considerations regarding patch joining and the combined effect of the
beam angle of incidence and focal offset on the laser process performance should be
made when using this method.
In future work, other approaches for improving the stitching quality between the
triangular fields can be investigated, for example, randomizing the overlap between
scanning vectors and their position in the joining area, in order to mask their presence.
While the combined effect present in 3D laser processing could be measured
empirically for a given laser task, greatly increasing the number of initial experiments,
alternatively, modelling the beam energy distribution over the 3D part could potentially
help better understand and quantify its effects.
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CHAPTER 6: CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
This chapter summarises the main conclusions and contributions to knowledge
claimed in this research. Furthermore, future steps and research directions are
discussed in the chapter.
6.1 Conclusions
1. Saos-2 cell adhesion occurred on all the CoCr surfaces and the surface topography
was an important factor governing both cell morphology and proliferation.
2. A higher roughness encourages initial cone-like cell adhesion however
smoother/planner surfaces facilitate cell proliferation.
3. The highest Saos-2 cell metabolic activity occurred on Day 7 on the NT surface, as
shown by the MTT assay. This can be attributed to both the anchoring effects of the
sub-micron textures and also the high proliferation levels of smooth surfaces. In
addition, the cells on the NT samples that had bio-inspired sub-micron topography did
not show any signs of directionality.
4. Surface topography is a more significant factor than surface energy in Saos-2 cell
attachment and proliferation. Controlling the micron (cell size) and sub-micron scales
of implant surfaces could lead to much improved biological responses.
5. Correlation between CA and cell proliferation is only valid when both the wetting
behaviours and surface roughness values are comparable.
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6. Long lasting super hydrophilic, 0˚ CA, surfaces can be produced via ultrashort
pulsed laser structuring, namely by producing micro grooves with hierarchical
micro/nano topography at the bottom, FS samples.
7. Saos-2 cells grew in the micro-grooves produced with the longer 220ns laser pulses
but not in the ones produced with the ultrashort pulses, in fact the FS grooves inhibited
cell attachment and growth. This suggests that the self-organized hierarchical
micro/nano structures found in the FS grooves could be used to potentially control cell
migration.
8. In general, the LIPSS treatments enhanced the Saos-2 cells proliferation on the
CoCrMo disks while their wettability decreased.
9. Irrespective of initial surface roughness there were substantial improvements in
Saos-2 cells proliferation.
10. The biological response of laser-processed biomaterials is more sensitive to BIA
changes compared with the effects of FOD variations, i.e. Saos-2 cells were more
affected by changes in the periodicity of the sub-micron ripples rather than their depth
11. The biological performance of biomaterials can be correlated to their wettability
when the surfaces are chemically and topographically comparable.
12. Geometrical tolerances can be set for partitioning 3D parts by investigating the
effects of laser processing disturbances, i.e. those present in performing LP and LST
operations, and thus to polish and texture large 3D surfaces consistently and uniformly.
13. 3D printed components, i.e. LPBF Ti-6Al-4V parts, can be successfully laser
polished and the resulting surface roughness is sufficient, <500 nm, for performing
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sub-micron uniformed texturing, in particular for covering large 3D surface areas with
LIPSS.
14. Laser polishing and texturing results over 3D surfaces can be impacted negatively
by the varying FOD and BIA, especially leading to higher surface roughness values; it
was found that 3D printed Ti-6Al-4V parts can be polished satisfactorily, i.e. with
surface roughness (Sa) below 0.5 µm, by keeping FOD deviations and BIA below 0.5
mm and 40˚, respectively.
15. The uniformity of LP operations over large surface areas can be improved by
introducing a controlled overlapping between the polishing fields and thus to minimise
the negative effects at their borders, e.g. the formation of micro-scale trenches and
surface cracks.
16. Geodesic-inspired partitioning of spherical surfaces can be used to represent them
with a smaller number of triangles compared with those generated by common
triangulation algorithms, e.g. for creating STL files; also, such surface representations
include less different triangular shapes that can lead to a more efficient and consistent
laser processing.
6.2 Contributions
The aim of this research was to investigate the capabilities and limitations of laser
surface modification processes when applied on biomaterials for orthopaedics
applications. More specifically, this approach was systematically studied and
compared against competing technologies. Its limitations were quantified when it was
applied on complex parts and a generic solution for its implementation was proposed
and validated. The biological and wetting properties achievable on CoCrMo substrates
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with 3 different LST methods were investigated in Chapter 3 and compared with those
obtainable by polishing, blasting and HA coating. Next, the effects of 3D processing
disturbances in generating LIPSS on CoCrMo alloy on their morphologies and
functionality were investigated and quantified in Chapter 4. Finally, a generic method
for laser processing complex surface by partitioning them in fields was proposed and
its pilot application demonstrated on additively manufactured spherical Ti-6Al-4V shells
in Chapter 5.
The main objectives of this PhD research were achieved and the contributions to
knowledge claimed in this thesis are as follows:
i.

Investigate the biological (Saos-2 cells proliferation) and wetting properties of LST
surfaces and compare them with those achievable after polishing, blasting and
hydroxyapatite (HA) coating when applied on a surgical cobalt chromium
molybdenum alloy (CoCrMo).

Three different LST strategies for improving the biocompatibility of a surgical cobalt
chromium molybdenum alloy were proposed. A synergetic combination of different
LST approaches was recommended, potentially bypassing the current need for not
environmentally friendly and expensive coatings. The performance of the
investigated LST strategies was assessed by measuring the metabolic activity of
Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells on CoCrMo alloy disks and comparing it with that on
commercial HA coating. These are the main findings from the conducted research
(Chapter 3):
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•

Micro-scale textures and higher surface roughness encouraged initial cell
anchorage/adhesion, whereas smoother surfaces promoted cell growth and
proliferation.

•

The highest metabolic activity was achieved on Day 7 on the sub-micron
textured surface. This was attributed to both the anchoring effects of the submicron textures as well as the ease in which cells proliferated on smooth
surfaces. In addition, the cells on the NT samples that had a bio-inspired submicron topography did not show any signs of directionality.

ii.

Investigate the influence of 3D processing disturbances on the resulting surface
topography and functionality of sub-micron LST patterns on CoCrMo substrates.

A systematic method for investigating the impact of 3D processing disturbances,
i.e. Focal Offset Distance (FOD) and Beam Incedent Angle (BIA), on sub-micron
topographies of laser textured surfaces and also on their functional response was
proposed. A pilot implementation of this method was carried out by analysing the
the effects of these disturbances on the biological and wetting properties of
CoCrMo alloy disks. The main findings of this pilot implementation were (Chapter
4):
•

The LIPSS treatment improved the biological response of the CoCrMo disks
irrespective of the initial surface quality.

•

FOD and BIA variations affected the biological response of the treated surface
negatively. This was evident from the reduced metabolic activities of the Saos-
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2 cells when compared with those obtained on samples processed in-focus and
with normal BIA to the substrates.
•

A correlation between surface wettability and cell growth and proliferation was
observed on the laser treated disks. Such correlation was not observed on
unstructured/untreated surfaces.

iii.

Develop a generic methodology for applying laser surface modifications, e.g. LST
and LP operations, on complex parts and freeform surfaces.
A novel method for laser processing freeform surfaces was developed. The method
takes into account the limitations of 3D laser processing when partitioning freeform
surfaces and thus to ensure processing uniformity over 3D parts. In a pilot study the
method was implemented for polishing and texturing 3D printed spherical Ti-6Al-4V
shells (Chapter 5) and these were the main findings:
•

3D printed components produced by Laser Powder Bed Fusion can be polished
with a pulsed NIR fibre laser to a surface finish level that is sufficient for
subsequent sub-micron texturing using a fs laser source.

•

FOD and BIA variations affected negatively the laser polishing performance on
3D printed Ti-6Al-4V parts.

•

Overlapping of LP fields can alleviate some of the stitching marks left after the
polishing operation on large surface areas.

•

Geodesic polyhedra can serve as an efficient partitioning method for spherical
surfaces, yielding a smaller number of triangular fields than common STL
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algorithms. Furthermore, the triangular fields are more homogeneous and this
translate to a more uniform laser processing.
6.3 Future research
•

Further in-vitro assessments of the LST effects on the biological response of
CoCrMo alloys are required as most of the research reported so far is focused
on titanium alloys. In particular, fluorescence microscopy could better visualise
fibroblast morphology on laser treated samples while osteogenic differentiation
could give indications of any enhanced bone formation on laser treated
surfaces.

•

Biomechanical modelling of osteoblast cells’ interaction with the microenvironment around them can lead to optimized micro-topographies for a better
anchorage and proliferation, and thus to reduce the need for trial and error
optimisation studies.

•

A correlation between surface wettability and cell proliferation was identified in
Chapter 4. However, it was observed that this correlation was depended on
surface topography. Identifying and understanding the limits of these
interdependences would determine how wettability can be used to judge
indirectly about cellular activities on laser treated surfaces.

•

Functional characterisation of laser treated freeform surfaces is required to
better assess the transferability of obtained functionalities planar samples to
real 3D parts. Some LST ‘recipes’ can be applied to 3D parts by employing
different laser processing strategies and thus it will be possible to investigate
the capabilities and limitations of those 3D processing approaches (productivity,
functional performance, etc.) and the resulting surface properties compared.
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•

Investigate other approaches for improving the stitching quality between the
triangular fields on complex surfaces, namely to eliminate the polishing-induced
cracks. For example, randomizing the overlap between scanning vectors and
their position in the joining area, in order to mask their presence. Another
potential solution could be to tune the laser parameters near the edge of laser
polishing fields in order to reduce thermal stresses.

•

While the combined effect of FOD and BIA present in 3D laser processing could
be measured empirically for a given laser task, greatly increasing the number of
initial experiments, modelling the beam energy distribution over the 3D part
could potentially help better understand and quantify its effects before
tessellating the surface accordingly.
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Appendix 5.1
MATLAB Code
clear all
clc
close all
prompt = 'Please specify the sphere radius in mm: ';
r=input(prompt);
prompt = 'What is the laser process focal offset tolerance in mm: ';
fod=input (prompt);
prompt = 'What is the laser process incident angle tolerance in degrees: ';
bia=input(prompt);
bia=bia*pi/180;
%%Check Icosahedral arrangement
ico=r/sin(2*pi/5); %%First frequency side
hico=ico*sqrt(3)/2; %%First frequency height
ti1=ico;
ti2=ico;
hti1=hico;
hti2=hti1;
bti=ico;
ni=20; %%First frequency number of triangles
dihico=acos(-sqrt(5)/3);
if hti1>=hti2
yorthi=(2/3)*hti1-((1/(2*hti1))*(bti^2/4+hti1^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti1-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti1-yorthi;
else
yorthi=(2/3)*hti2-((1/(2*hti2))*(bti^2/4+hti2^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti2-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti2-yorthi;
end
for i=1:2
if hci<=2*fod && atan(hci/hangi)<=bia
break
end
if i==1
a=2/3*hico;
b=r^2-a^2;
c=sqrt(b);
hti1=(3/2)*r*cos(dihico/2);
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d=hti1/3;
e=sqrt(c^2+d^2);
f=(1/3)*hico*tan(dihico/2);
g=e*f/c;
h=f/g;
ii=asin(h);
j=e-g;
k=0.5*hico;
hti2=sqrt(j^2+k^2-2*j*k*cos(ii));
ti1=hti1/sin(1.047197551);
bti=ti1;
ti2=sqrt(bti^2/4+hti2^2);
ni=20*(i+1)^2;
if hti1>=hti2
yorthi=(2/3)*hti1-((1/(2*hti1))*(bti^2/4+hti1^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti1-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti1-yorthi;
else
yorthi=(2/3)*hti2-((1/(2*hti2))*(bti^2/4+hti2^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti2-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti2-yorthi;
end
end
if i==2
a=1/3*hico;
b=1/3*ico;
c=ico/2/r;
d=acos(c);
e=sqrt(r^2+b^2-2*r*b*c);
bti=r*b/e;
f=b/2/e;
g=acos(f);
h=r-e;
ti1=sqrt(h^2+b^2-2*h*b*f);
hti1=sqrt(ti1^2-bti^2/4);
ii=a/cos(dihico/2);
j=sqrt(ii^2-a^2);
k=j/ii;
l=acos(k);
m=(a^2+ii^2-r^2)/(2*a*ii);
n=acos(m);
o=pi-n;
p=sin(o)*a/hti1;
q=asin(p);
rr=pi-q-o;
s=sin(rr)*hti1/sin(o);
hti2=sqrt(r^2+(ii+s)^2-2*r*(ii+s)*k);
ti2=sqrt(hti2^2+bti^2/4);
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ni=20*(i+1)^2;
if hti1>=hti2
yorthi=(2/3)*hti1-((1/(2*hti1))*(bti^2/4+hti1^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti1-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti1-yorthi;
else
yorthi=(2/3)*hti2-((1/(2*hti2))*(bti^2/4+hti2^2));
hci=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hti2-yorthi))^2/4);
hangi=(2/3)*hti2-yorthi;
end
end
end
%%Check Octahedral arrangement
oct=2*r/sqrt(2); %%First frequency side
hoct=oct*sqrt(3)/2; %%First frequency height
to1=oct;
to2=to1;
hto1=hoct;
hto2=hto1;
bto=oct;
no=8; %%First frequency number of triangles
dihoct=acos(-1/3);
if hto1>=hto2
yortho=(2/3)*hto1-((1/(2*hto1))*(bto^2/4+hto1^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto1-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto1-yortho;
else
yortho=(2/3)*hto2-((1/(2*hto2))*(bto^2/4+hto2^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto2-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto2-yortho;
end
for i=1:2
if hco<=2*fod && atan(hco/hango)<=bia
break
end
if i==1
hto1=(3/2)*r*cos(dihoct/2);
to1=hto1/sin(1.047197551);
bto=to1;
a=(r/2)/hto1;
b=asin(a);
c=2*b;
d=hoct/2;
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e=hto1-d;
f=hoct/2;
hto2=sqrt(e^2+f^2-2*e*f*cos(c));
to2=sqrt((bto^2/4)+hto2^2);
no=8*(i+1)^2;
if hto1>=hto2
yortho=(2/3)*hto1-((1/(2*hto1))*(bto^2/4+hto1^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto1-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto1-yortho;
else
yortho=(2/3)*hto2-((1/(2*hto2))*(bto^2/4+hto2^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto2-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto2-yortho;
end
end
if i==2
a=1/3*oct;
b=45*pi/180;
c=sqrt(r^2+a^2-2*r*a*cos(b));
bto=r*a/c;
d=(oct/6)/c;
e=acos(d);
f=r-c;
to1=sqrt(f^2+a^2-2*f*a*d);
hto1=sqrt(to1^2-bto^2/4);
g=hoct/3*sin(dihoct/2)/hto1;
h=asin(g);
ii=pi-h-dihoct/2;
j=hoct/3*sin(ii)/g;
k=pi/2-dihoct/2;
hto2=sqrt(r^2+(0.5*oct+j)^2-2*r*(0.5*oct+j)*cos(k));
to2=sqrt(hto2^2+bto^2/4);
no=8*(i+1)^2;
if hto1>=hto2
yortho=(2/3)*hto1-((1/(2*hto1))*(bto^2/4+hto1^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto1-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto1-yortho;
else
yortho=(2/3)*hto2-((1/(2*hto2))*(bto^2/4+hto2^2));
hco=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*hto2-yortho))^2/4);
hango=(2/3)*hto2-yortho;
end
end
end
%%Check Tetrahedral arrangement
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tet=4*r/sqrt(6); %%First frequency side
htet=tet*sqrt(3)/2; %%First frequency height
tt1=tet;
tt2=tt1;
htt1=htet;
htt2=htt1;
btt=tet;
nt=3; %%First frequency number of triangles
dihtet=acos(1/3);
if htt1>=htt2
yortht=(2/3)*htt1-((1/(2*htt1))*(btt^2/4+htt1^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt1-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt1-yortht;
else
yortht=(2/3)*htt2-((1/(2*htt2))*(btt^2/4+htt2^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt2-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt2-yortht;
end
for i=1:2

if hct<=2*fod && atan(hct/hangt)<=bia
break
end
if i==1
htt1=(3/2)*r*cos(dihtet/2);
tt1=htt1/sin(1.047197551);
btt=tt1;
a=sqrt(htt1^2-r^2);
b=r/htt1;
c=asin(b);
d=a*0.5*htet/htt1;
e=a-d;
f=htet/2;
htt2=sqrt(e^2+f^2-2*e*f*cos(c));
tt2=sqrt((btt^2/4)+htt2^2);
nt=4*(i+1)^2;
if htt1>=htt2
yortht=(2/3)*htt1-((1/(2*htt1))*(btt^2/4+htt1^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt1-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt1-yortht;
else
yortht=(2/3)*htt2-((1/(2*htt2))*(btt^2/4+htt2^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt2-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt2-yortht;
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end
end
if i==2
a=sqrt(htet^2-0.25*tet^2);
b=sqrt((0.5*a)^2+(1/6*tet)^2);
btt=(r*1/3*tet)/b;
c=0.5*a/b;
d=asin(c);
tt1=sqrt((r-b)^2+(1/3*tet)^2-2*(r-b)*(1/3*tet)*cos(d));
htt1=sqrt(tt1^2-0.25*btt^2);
e=(1/3)*r/(0.5*a);
f=asin(e);
g=htet/3*e/htt1;
h=pi-asin(g);
ii=pi-h-f;
j=htt1*sin(ii)/e;
k=(0.5*a+j)*cos(f);
l=k*tan(f)-(1/3)*r;
m=r-l-r/3;
htt2=sqrt(m^2+k^2);
tt2=sqrt(htt2^2+btt^2/4);
nt=4*(i+1)^2;
if htt1>=htt2
yortht=(2/3)*htt1-((1/(2*htt1))*(btt^2/4+htt1^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt1-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt1-yortht;
else
yortht=(2/3)*htt2-((1/(2*htt2))*(btt^2/4+htt2^2));
hct=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*htt2-yortht))^2/4);
hangt=(2/3)*htt2-yortht;
end
end
end
%%Choose the arrangement with the smallest number of patches
if hci<=2*fod && atan(hci/hangi)<=bia
t1=ti1;
t2=ti2;
ht1=hti1;
ht2=hti2;
bt=bti;
arr='Icosahedral';
n=ni;
dih=acos(-sqrt(5)/3)*180/pi;
end
if hco<=2*fod && atan(hco/hango)<=bia && no<ni
t1=to1;
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t2=to2;
ht1=hto1;
ht2=hto2;
bt=bto;
arr='Octahedral';
n=no;
dih=acos(-1/3)*180/pi;
end
if hct<=2*fod && atan(hct/hangt)<=bia && nt<no
t1=tt1;
t2=tt2;
ht1=htt1;
ht2=htt2;
bt=btt;
arr='Tetrahedral';
n=nt;
dih=acos(1/3)*180/pi;
end
if hci>2*fod || atan(hci/hangi)>bia
disp 'The laser processing tolerances are too small'
return
end
%%TRIANGLE 1
%%line1
x1=(-bt/2:0.01:bt/2);
x1(end)=bt/2;
y1=ones(size(x1))*-1/3*ht1;
%%line2
x2=(0:0.005:bt/2);
x2 (end)=bt/2;
y2=(-2*ht1/bt)*x2+(2/3*ht1);
y2(end)=-1/3*ht1;
%%line3
x3=(-bt/2:0.005:0);
x3(end)=0;
y3=(2*ht1/bt)*x3+(2/3*ht1);
y3(end)=2/3*ht1;
%%Find coordinates of CIRCUMCENTRE
%%Distance from vertice
dcircum1=(1/(2*ht1))*(bt^2/4+ht1^2);
yorth1=(2/3)*ht1-dcircum1;
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%%Altitude above triangle
hc1=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*(2/3*ht1-yorth1))^2/4);
%%TRIANGLE 2
%%line1
ix1=(-bt/2:0.01:bt/2);
ix1(end)=bt/2;
iy1=ones(size(x1))*-1/3*ht2;
%%line2
ix2=(0:0.005:bt/2);
ix2 (end)=bt/2;
iy2=(-2*ht2/bt)*x2+(2/3*ht2);
iy2(end)=-1/3*ht2;
%%line3
ix3=(-bt/2:0.005:0);
ix3(end)=0;
iy3=(2*ht2/bt)*x3+(2/3*ht2);
iy3(end)=2/3*ht2;
%%Find coordinates of CIRCUMCENTRE
dcircum2=(1/(2*ht2))*(bt^2/4+ht2^2);
yorth2=(2/3)*ht2-dcircum2;
%%Altitude above triangle
hc2=r-sqrt(r^2-(2*((2/3)*ht2-yorth2))^2/4);
%%Distortion Triangle 1
%%Distance circumcenter to line 1
lx1=length(x1);
if rem(lx1,2)==0
dl1=sqrt(x1(lx1/2)^2+(y1(lx1/2)-yorth1)^2);
else
dl1=sqrt(x1(lx1/2+0.5)^2+(y1(lx1/2+0.5)-yorth1)^2);
end
%%Distance circumcenter to line 2
lx2=length(x2);
if rem(lx2,2)==0
dl2=sqrt(x2(lx2/2)^2+(y2(lx2/2)-yorth1)^2);
else
dl2=sqrt(x2(lx2/2+0.5)^2+(y2(lx2/2+0.5)-yorth1)^2);
end
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%%Distance circumcenter to line 3
lx3=length(x3);
if rem(lx3,2)==0
dl3=sqrt(x3(lx3/2)^2+(y3(lx3/2)-yorth1)^2);
else
dl3=sqrt(x3(lx3/2+0.5)^2+(y3(lx3/2+0.5)-yorth1)^2);
end
%%Arc 1
ha1=hc1*dl1/(r-hc1);
ra1=ha1/2+bt^2/(8*ha1);
syms xc1 yc1
sht1=sym(ht1);
sra1=sym(ra1);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ (-0.5*sbt-xc1)^2+(-1/3*sht1-yc1)^2==sra1^2 , (0.5*sbt-xc1)^2+(1/3*sht1-yc1)^2==sra1^2];
answers = [xc1 yc1];
sol1 = solve(equations, answers);
%%sol1.xc1, sol1.yc1
xc1=0;
if sol1.yc1(1)>-1/3*ht1
yc1=double(sol1.yc1(1));
else
yc1=double(sol1.yc1(2));
end
for i=1:length(x1)
yarc1(i)=-sqrt(ra1^2-(x1(i)-xc1).^2)+yc1;
end
%%Arc 2
ha2=hc1*dl2/(r-hc1);
ra2=ha2/2+t1^2/(8*ha2);
syms xc2 yc2
sht1=sym(ht1);
sra2=sym(ra2);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ xc2^2+(2/3*sht1-yc2)^2==sra2^2 , (0.5*sbt-xc2)^2+(-1/3*sht1yc2)^2==sra2^2];
answers = [xc2 yc2];
sol2 = solve(equations, answers);
%%sol2.xc2, sol2.yc2
if sol2.xc2(1)>sol2.xc2(2)
xc2=double(sol2.xc2(2));
else
xc2=double(sol2.xc2(1));
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end
if sol2.yc2(1)>sol2.yc2(2)
yc2=double(sol2.yc2(2));
else
yc2=double(sol2.yc2(1));
end
if yc2<0
ang2=asin((-(1/3)*ht1-yc2)/ra2):0.01:asin(((2/3)*ht1-yc2)/ra2);
else
ang2=asin((-(1/3)*ht1-yc2)/ra2):0.01:pi-asin(((2/3)*ht1-yc2)/ra2);
end
xarc2=ra2*cos(ang2);
xarc2=xarc2+xc2;
xarc2(1)=bt/2;
xarc2(end)=0;
yarc2=ra2*sin(ang2);
yarc2=yarc2+yc2;
yarc2(1)=-1/3*ht1;
yarc2(end)=2/3*ht1;

%%Arc 3
ha3=hc1*dl3/(r-hc1);
ra3=ha3/2+t1^2/(8*ha3);
syms xc3 yc3
sht1=sym(ht1);
sra3=sym(ra3);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ xc3^2+(2/3*sht1-yc3)^2==sra3^2 , (-0.5*sbt-xc3)^2+(-1/3*sht1yc3)^2==sra3^2];
answers = [xc3 yc3];
sol3 = solve(equations, answers);
%%sol3.xc3, sol3.yc3
if sol3.xc3(1)>sol3.xc3(2)
xc3=double(sol3.xc3(1));
else
xc3=double(sol3.xc3(2));
end
if sol3.yc3(1)>sol3.yc3(2)
yc3=double(sol3.yc3(2));
else
yc3=double(sol3.yc3(1));
end
ang3=acos((-xc3)/(ra3)):0.01:pi-asin((-(1/3)*ht1-yc3)/ra3);
xarc3=ra3*cos(ang3);
xarc3=xarc3+xc3;
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xarc3(end)=-bt/2;
xarc3(1)=0;
yarc3=ra3*sin(ang3);
yarc3=yarc3+yc3;
yarc3(end)=-1/3*ht1;
yarc3(1)=2/3*ht1;
%Distortion Triangle 2
%Distance circumcenter to line 1
lx1=length(ix1);
if rem(lx1,2)==0
dl1=sqrt(ix1(lx1/2)^2+(iy1(lx1/2)-yorth2)^2);
else
dl1=sqrt(ix1(lx1/2+0.5)^2+(iy1(lx1/2+0.5)-yorth2)^2);
end
%Distance circumcenter to line 2
lx2=length(ix2);
if rem(lx2,2)==0
dl2=sqrt(ix2(lx2/2)^2+(iy2(lx2/2)-yorth2)^2);
else
dl2=sqrt(ix2(lx2/2+0.5)^2+(iy2(lx2/2+0.5)-yorth2)^2);
end
%Distance circumcenter to line 3
lx3=length(ix3);
if rem(lx3,2)==0
dl3=sqrt(ix3(lx3/2)^2+(iy3(lx3/2)-yorth2)^2);
else
dl3=sqrt(ix3(lx3/2+0.5)^2+(iy3(lx3/2+0.5)-yorth2)^2);
end
%Arc 1
ha1=hc2*dl1/(r-hc2);
ra1=ha1/2+bt^2/(8*ha1);
syms ixc1 iyc1
sht2=sym(ht2);
sra1=sym(ra1);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ (-0.5*sbt-ixc1)^2+(-1/3*sht2-iyc1)^2==sra1^2 , (0.5*sbt-ixc1)^2+(1/3*sht2-iyc1)^2==sra1^2];
answers = [ixc1 iyc1];
sol1 = solve(equations, answers);
%sol1.ixc1, sol1.iyc1
ixc1=0;
if sol1.iyc1(1)>-1/3*ht2
iyc1=double(sol1.iyc1(1));
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else
iyc1=double(sol1.iyc1(2));
end
for i=1:length(ix1)
iyarc1(i)=-sqrt(ra1^2-(ix1(i)-ixc1).^2)+iyc1;
end
%Arc 2
ha2=hc2*dl2/(r-hc2);
ra2=ha2/2+t2^2/(8*ha2);
syms ixc2 iyc2
sht2=sym(ht2);
sra2=sym(ra2);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ ixc2^2+(2/3*sht2-iyc2)^2==sra2^2 , (0.5*sbt-ixc2)^2+(-1/3*sht2iyc2)^2==sra2^2];
answers = [ixc2 iyc2];
sol2 = solve(equations, answers);
%sol2.ixc2, sol2.iyc2
if sol2.ixc2(1)>sol2.ixc2(2)
ixc2=double(sol2.ixc2(2));
else
ixc2=double(sol2.ixc2(1));
end
if sol2.iyc2(1)>sol2.iyc2(2)
iyc2=double(sol2.iyc2(2));
else
iyc2=double(sol2.iyc2(1));
end
if iyc2<0
ang2=asin((-(1/3)*ht2-iyc2)/ra2):0.01:asin(((2/3)*ht2-iyc2)/ra2);
else
ang2=asin((-(1/3)*ht2-iyc2)/ra2):0.01:pi-asin(((2/3)*ht2-iyc2)/ra2);
end
ixarc2=ra2*cos(ang2);
ixarc2=ixarc2+ixc2;
ixarc2(1)=bt/2;
ixarc2(end)=0;
iyarc2=ra2*sin(ang2);
iyarc2=iyarc2+iyc2;
iyarc2(1)=-1/3*ht2;
iyarc2(end)=2/3*ht2;
%Arc 3
ha3=hc2*dl3/(r-hc2);
ra3=ha3/2+t2^2/(8*ha3);
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syms ixc3 iyc3
sht2=sym(ht2);
sra3=sym(ra3);
sbt=sym(bt);
equations = [ ixc3^2+(2/3*sht2-iyc3)^2==sra3^2 , (-0.5*sbt-ixc3)^2+(-1/3*sht2iyc3)^2==sra3^2];
answers = [ixc3 iyc3];
sol3 = solve(equations, answers);
%sol3.ixc3, sol3.iyc3
if sol3.ixc3(1)>sol3.ixc3(2)
ixc3=double(sol3.ixc3(1));
else
ixc3=double(sol3.ixc3(2));
end
if sol3.iyc3(1)>sol3.iyc3(2)
iyc3=double(sol3.iyc3(2));
else
iyc3=double(sol3.iyc3(1));
end
ang3=acos((-ixc3)/(ra3)):0.01:pi-asin((-(1/3)*ht2-iyc3)/ra3);
ixarc3=ra3*cos(ang3);
ixarc3=ixarc3+ixc3;
ixarc3(end)=-bt/2;
ixarc3(1)=0;
iyarc3=ra3*sin(ang3);
iyarc3=iyarc3+iyc3;
iyarc3(end)=-1/3*ht2;
iyarc3(1)=2/3*ht2;
%OUTPUTS
fprintf('\n')
disp 'The size of Triangle1 is:'
t1
ht1
bt
disp 'The size of Triangle2 is:'
t2
ht2
bt
disp 'The number of patches needed to process entire sphere is: '
fprintf('\n')
disp (n)
disp 'The distance between the circumcenter and half-height for normal Triangle1: '
fprintf('\n')
hh1=0.5*ht1-((1/3)*ht1-yorth1);
disp (hh1)
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disp 'The distance between the circumcenter and half-height for normal Triangle2: '
fprintf('\n')
hh2=0.5*ht2-((1/3)*ht2-yorth2);
disp (hh2)
disp 'The distance between the circumcenter and half-height for distorted Triangle1: '
fprintf('\n')
dhh1=0.5*(ht1-min(yarc1))-(1/3)*ht1-yorth1;
disp (dhh1)
disp 'The distance between the circumcenter and half-height for distorted Triangle2: '
fprintf('\n')
dhh2=0.5*(ht2-min(iyarc1))-(1/3)*ht2-yorth2;
disp (dhh2)
disp 'The geometrical arrangement of the triangular laser patches is: '
fprintf('\n')
disp (arr)
fprintf('\n')
disp 'The dihedral angle for this arrangement is: '
fprintf('\n')
disp(dih)
disp 'The focal plane distance from the surface of the sphere (Triangle1) is: '
foci=hc1/2;
fprintf('\n')
disp (foci)
disp 'The focal plane distance from the surface of the sphere (Triangle2) is: '
foc=hc2/2;
fprintf('\n')
disp (foc)
%PLOTS
%Sphere
x=(-r:0.1:r);
y=sqrt(r^2-x.^2)-sqrt(r^2-t2^2/4);
f=0.5*(r-sqrt(r^2-t2^2/4));
figure('name','Sphere Patch Tolerances')
plot(x,y,'k')
hold on
plot(x,ones(size(x))*0,'b')
hold on
plot(x,ones(size(x))*f,'r')
hold on
plot(x,ones(size(x))*(f+fod),'--r')
hold on
plot(x,ones(size(x))*(f-fod),'--r')
%Triangle 1 and Distortion
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figure('name','Triangle 1')
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(x1,y1,'k')
hold on
plot (x2,y2,'k')
hold on
plot(x3,y3,'k')

subplot(1,2,2)
plot(x1,y1,'k')
hold on
plot (x2,y2,'k')
hold on
plot(x3,y3,'k')
hold on
plot(x1,yarc1,'k')
hold on
plot (xarc2,yarc2,'k')
hold on
plot(xarc3,yarc3,'k')

%Triangle 2 and Distortion
figure('name','Triangle 2')
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(ix1,iy1,'k')
hold on
plot (ix2,iy2,'k')
hold on
plot(ix3,iy3,'k')

subplot(1,2,2)
plot(ix1,iy1,'k')
hold on
plot (ix2,iy2,'k')
hold on
plot(ix3,iy3,'k')
hold on
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plot(ix1,iyarc1,'k')
hold on
plot (ixarc2,iyarc2,'k')
hold on
plot(ixarc3,iyarc3,'k')
prompt = 'Please specify an overlap percentage % if you wish: ';
over=input(prompt);
over=over/100;
%%Distances centroid T1
%%get distances between centroid and side1 and extend it
d1=(rand:length(x1));
for i=1:length(x1)
d1(1,i)=sqrt((x1(1,i))^2+(yarc1(1,i))^2);
end
d1=d1*(1+over);
%%get distances between centroid and side2 and extend it
d2=(rand:length(xarc2));
for i=1:length(xarc2)
d2(1,i)=sqrt((xarc2(1,i))^2+(yarc2(1,i))^2);
end
d2=d2*(1+over);
%%get distances between centroid and side3 and extend it
d3=(rand:length(xarc3));
for i=1:length(xarc3)
d3(1,i)=sqrt((xarc3(1,i))^2+(yarc3(1,i))^2);
end
d3=d3*(1+over);
%%Distances centroid T2
%%get distances between centroid and side1 and extend it
id1=(rand:length(ix1));
for i=1:length(ix1)
id1(1,i)=sqrt((ix1(1,i))^2+(iyarc1(1,i))^2);
end
id1=id1*(1+over);
%%get distances between centroid and side2 and extend it
id2=(rand:length(ixarc2));
for i=1:length(ixarc2)
id2(1,i)=sqrt((ixarc2(1,i))^2+(iyarc2(1,i))^2);
end
id2=id2*(1+over);
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%%get distances between centroid and side3 and extend it
id3=(rand:length(ixarc3));
for i=1:length(ixarc3)
id3(1,i)=sqrt((ixarc3(1,i))^2+(iyarc3(1,i))^2);
end
id3=id3*(1+over);
%%New coordinates T1
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line1
rootx1=ones(2,length(d1));
rooty1=ones(2,length(d1));
for i=1:length(d1)
px1=[(1+yarc1(i)^2/(x1(i))^2) 0 (-d1(i)^2)];
rootx1(:,i)=roots(px1);
py1=[(1+x1(i)^2/yarc1(i)^2) 0 (-d1(i)^2)];
rooty1(:,i)=roots(py1);
end
dx1=ones(1,length(x1));
for i=1:length(rootx1)
if x1(i)<=0
dx1(i)=rootx1(2,i);
else
dx1(i)=rootx1(1,i);
end
end
dy1=ones(1,length(yarc1));
for i=1:length(rooty1)
if y1(i)<=0
dy1(i)=rooty1(2,i);
else
dy1(i)=rooty1(1,i);
end
end
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line2
rootx2=ones(2,length(d2));
rooty2=ones(2,length(d2));
for i=1:length(d2)
px2=[(1+yarc2(i)^2/xarc2(i)^2) 0 (-d2(i)^2)];
py2=[(1+xarc2(i)^2/yarc2(i)^2) 0 (-d2(i)^2)];
if xarc2(i)==0
rootx2(:,i)=[0;0];
rooty2(:,i)=roots(py2);
else
rootx2(:,i)=roots(px2);
rooty2(:,i)=roots(py2);
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end
end
dx2=ones(1,length(xarc2));
for i=1:length(rootx2)
if xarc2(i)<=0
dx2(i)=rootx2(2,i);
else
dx2(i)=rootx2(1,i);
end
end
dy2=ones(1,length(yarc2));
for i=1:length(rooty2)
if yarc2(i)<=0
dy2(i)=rooty2(2,i);
else
dy2(i)=rooty2(1,i);
end
end
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line3
rootx3=ones(2,length(d3));
rooty3=ones(2,length(d3));
for i=1:length(d3)
px3=[(1+yarc3(i)^2/xarc3(i)^2) 0 (-d3(i)^2)];
py3=[(1+xarc3(i)^2/yarc3(i)^2) 0 (-d3(i)^2)];
if xarc3(i)==0
rootx3(:,i)=[0;0];
rooty3(:,i)=roots(py3);
else
rootx3(:,i)=roots(px3);
rooty3(:,i)=roots(py3);
end
end
dx3=ones(1,length(xarc3));
for i=1:length(rootx3)
if xarc3(i)<=0
dx3(i)=rootx3(2,i);
else
dx3(i)=rootx3(1,i);
end
end
dy3=ones(1,length(yarc3));
for i=1:length(rooty3)
if yarc3(i)<=0
dy3(i)=rooty3(2,i);
else
dy3(i)=rooty3(1,i);
end
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end
%%New coordinates T2
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line1
irootix1=ones(2,length(id1));
irootiy1=ones(2,length(id1));
for i=1:length(id1)
pix1=[(1+iyarc1(i)^2/(ix1(i)+0.000001)^2) 0 (-id1(i)^2)];
irootix1(:,i)=roots(pix1);
piy1=[(1+ix1(i)^2/iyarc1(i)^2) 0 (-id1(i)^2)];
irootiy1(:,i)=roots(piy1);
end
dix1=ones(1,length(ix1));
for i=1:length(irootix1)
if ix1(i)<=0
dix1(i)=irootix1(2,i);
else
dix1(i)=irootix1(1,i);
end
end
diy1=ones(1,length(iyarc1));
for i=1:length(irootiy1)
if iyarc1(i)<=0
diy1(i)=irootiy1(2,i);
else
diy1(i)=irootiy1(1,i);
end
end
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line2
irootix2=ones(2,length(id2));
irootiy2=ones(2,length(id2));
for i=1:length(id2)
pix2=[(1+iyarc2(i)^2/ixarc2(i)^2) 0 (-id2(i)^2)];
piy2=[(1+ixarc2(i)^2/iyarc2(i)^2) 0 (-id2(i)^2)];
if ixarc2(i)==0
irootix2(:,i)=[0;0];
irootiy2(:,i)=roots(piy2);
else
irootix2(:,i)=roots(pix2);
irootiy2(:,i)=roots(piy2);
end
end
dix2=ones(1,length(ixarc2));
for i=1:length(irootix2)
if ixarc2(i)<=0
dix2(i)=irootix2(2,i);
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else
dix2(i)=irootix2(1,i);
end
end
diy2=ones(1,length(iyarc2));
for i=1:length(irootiy2)
if iyarc2(i)<=0
diy2(i)=irootiy2(2,i);
else
diy2(i)=irootiy2(1,i);
end
end
%%solve polynomial for distorted coordinates of line3
irootix3=ones(2,length(id3));
irootiy3=ones(2,length(id3));
for i=1:length(id3)
pix3=[(1+iyarc3(i)^2/ixarc3(i)^2) 0 (-id3(i)^2)];
piy3=[(1+ixarc3(i)^2/iyarc3(i)^2) 0 (-id3(i)^2)];
if ixarc3(i)==0
irootix3(:,i)=[0;0];
irootiy3(:,i)=roots(piy3);
else
irootix3(:,i)=roots(pix3);
irootiy3(:,i)=roots(piy3);
end
end
dix3=ones(1,length(ixarc3));
for i=1:length(irootix3)
if ixarc3(i)<=0
dix3(i)=irootix3(2,i);
else
dix3(i)=irootix3(1,i);
end
end
diy3=ones(1,length(iyarc3));
for i=1:length(irootiy3)
if iyarc3(i)<=0
diy3(i)=irootiy3(2,i);
else
diy3(i)=irootiy3(1,i);
end
end
%Plot Overlap Triangles
figure('name','Overlap Triangles')
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subplot(1,2,1)
plot(dx1,dy1,'k')
hold on
plot(dx2,dy2,'k')
hold on
plot(dx3,dy3,'k')

subplot(1,2,2)
plot(dix1,diy1,'k')
hold on
plot (dix2,diy2,'k')
hold on
plot(dix3,diy3,'k')
%%COPY TO EXCEL
x1=transpose(x1);
y1=transpose(yarc1);
x2=transpose(xarc2);
y2=transpose(yarc2);
x3=transpose(xarc3);
y3=transpose(yarc3);
xx1=transpose(ix1);
yy1=transpose(iyarc1);
xx2=transpose(ixarc2);
yy2=transpose(iyarc2);
xx3=transpose(ixarc3);
yy3=transpose(iyarc3);
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